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ABSTRACT

Retrieval Practice Promotes Learning of Turkish as a Foreign Language: A Computer-Assisted
Language Learning Study
by
Maya C. Rose
Advisor: Patricia J. Brooks
Adults generally find it difficult to learn a new language, yet exhibit remarkable
individual differences in outcomes. Variation in second language (L2) learning is associated with
input conditions (Morgan-Short et al., 2010) as well as learners’ aptitude (Dörnyei, 2005).
Recent work has demonstrated benefits of retrieval practice in promoting L2 learning of
grammatical patterns and vocabulary in both artificial and natural languages (Hopman &
MacDonald, 2018; Keppenne et al., 2021). With that said, when retrieval practice is based on
oral recall as opposed to a recognition test, it confounds potential benefits of repeated testing
(Rowland, 2014) with those associated with overt articulation (Hintzman, 1976). Hence, the first
aim of this dissertation was to disentangle the effects of testing and production on L2 learning.
The second issue I address concerns the relationship between metalinguistic awareness
and L2 learning. Schmidt (1990) claimed that encoding of L2 information is not possible if the
learner does not attend to and subsequently notice linguistic features of the language. Contrary to
these claims, there is research showing that it is possible to learn grammatical features in the
absence of awareness, suggesting that adults can learn implicitly (e.g., Grey et al., 2014).
Therefore, the second aim of this dissertation was to explore relations between metalinguistic
awareness and accurate comprehension of grammatical features. I used a miniature version of
Turkish in a computer assisted language learning (CALL) protocol to elucidate the role of speech
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production in early learners’ comprehension of case and number marking, vocabulary
acquisition, and development of metalinguistic awareness.
Undergraduates (N = 156) were presented with Turkish spoken dialogues via a CALL
protocol delivered via Zoom, with three learning conditions manipulated between subjects.
Learning conditions were as follows: (1) retrieval practice (i.e., generate answers to Turkish
questions and produce answer aloud), (2) verbal repetition (i.e., verbally repeat a Turkish
inflected noun aloud) and (3) comprehension (i.e., answer forced-choice comprehension
questions). Participants completed comprehension pre/posttests assessing comprehension of
Turkish number and case marking, training blocks corresponding with their assigned condition, a
Turkish vocabulary comprehension test, and open-response questions gauging explicit
awareness. Given the significance of individual differences in foreign language acquisition,
language learning background and nonverbal ability served as control variables in all models.
Results showed that the retrieval practice group exhibited higher posttest scores overall.
For comprehension of number/case marking, the comprehension group performed comparably to
the retrieval-practice group; for vocabulary comprehension, the verbal-repetition group
performed comparably to the retrieval-practice group. Differential effects of learning conditions
on outcomes can be attributed to benefits of articulatory rehearsal for vocabulary learning,
transfer-appropriate processing, and the testing effect via retrieval practice. Explicit awareness
patterned similarly to case and number comprehension, although the effect of learning condition
was not significant. While explicit awareness of number/case marking correlated with
comprehension accuracy, some adults demonstrated above-chance comprehension without
showing awareness, suggesting the occurrence of implicit learning. Contrary to predictions,
Turkish number marking was more difficult than case marking which may be attributed to a
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serial position effect. That is, the number marker was in the middle of the word and the case
marker at the end, which appeared to make it more salient to learners. Contrary to past research
on production, posttest comprehension accuracy on ‘old’ and ‘new’ items did not differ,
suggesting that learners could readily generalize what they had learned to new inflected word
forms. Lastly, nonverbal ability was a robust predictor of comprehension (including pre and
posttest), vocabulary, and explicit awareness, highlighting the role of nonverbal ability as a
factor in language learning aptitude.
Findings of the dissertation determined specific roles for retrieval practice and production
in promoting grammar and vocabulary performance at earliest stages of L2 learning. There are
also educational implications concerning the design of L2 pedagogy in classroom-based
contexts, commercial language learning applications, and CALL protocols. When the goal is to
foster vocabulary comprehension, such platforms should focus on the promotion of production
via articulatory rehearsal. For promotion of grammar comprehension, platforms should provide
opportunities for repeated testing via recognition and recall tests.
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW AND AIMS
Learning a new language is difficult for many adults, yet many individuals are
remarkably successful. So how do adults approach language learning at the outset of learning a
new language, and what conditions lead to more successful learning? Previous work has
attempted to answer this question by investigating the relationship between second language (L2)
outcomes and aptitude (Dörnyei, 2005; Granena, 2016; Linck et al., 2014; Robinson, 2005;
Sparks & Ganschow, 2001) along with effects of input conditions, e.g., implicit vs. explicit
instruction (Sanz & Grey, 2015; Tagarelli et al., 2015); processing vs. production-based
instruction (Shintani, 2015); frequency and transparency of linguistic markers (Braine et al.,
1990). One line of research has shown that retrieval practice is more advantageous for L2
comprehension and production than comprehension practice (Hopman & MacDonald, 2018;
Keppenne et al., 2021). With that said, these studies have not isolated the benefits of retrieval
practice versus verbal repetition. Therefore, it is unclear whether observed outcomes are due to
overt production or retrieval operations via the testing effect (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). Thus,
the first aim of this dissertation was to disentangle effects associated with retrieval operations
(i.e., testing) from those associated with overt production in promoting learning of grammar and
vocabulary among adult learners at earliest stages of L2 acquisition.
The current dissertation is also concerned with the contribution of metalinguistic
awareness to L2 learning of case and number marking. Children learn the grammars of their first
language (L1) without awareness and with heavy reliance on the procedural memory system
(Ullman, 2016). Yet, among adults learning a second language, learning of grammatical forms is
closely tied to awareness, as they tend to overcompensate for lack of exposure by using their
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declarative memory system (L2; Schmidt, 1990). Some research has suggested that unlike L1
learning, explicit awareness and L2 grammatical knowledge develop in tandem. Other research
has claimed that explicit awareness is not needed for acquisition of L2 grammatical knowledge.
Thus, the second aim of this dissertation was to examine the relationship between awareness and
performance and whether L2 production in the context of verbal repetition (as opposed to
retrieval practice) is sufficient to trigger noticing of case and number marking. The language
specifically tested was Turkish.
I used a Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) protocol where participants,
under incidental learning conditions, were exposed to spoken dialogues from a miniature version
of Turkish in tasks that vary according to practice type, all of which include feedback similar to
other structured input tasks (Dekeyser & Prieto Botana, 2015). A retrieval practice condition was
compared to a group that engaged in verbal repetition (i.e., repeats answers to questions) and a
group that engaged in comprehension practice (i.e., answers forced-choice comprehension
questions). The CALL protocol resembled the artificial language paradigms widely used in
psycholinguistic research, except for the use of a natural language (Turkish) to increase external
validity (Kempe & Brooks, 2016). Turkish is utilized in an effort to replicate and extend findings
from an artificial language study to a natural language (Hopman & MacDonald, 2018). The
research questions are as follows:
The first research question asked how retrieval practice and production impact
comprehension of Turkish nominal morphology (case and number marking) and vocabulary
among adult learners. In accordance with research on retrieval practice and the testing effect
(Karpicke & Roediger, 2008), it was expected that those who engage in retrieval practice (i.e.,
generate answers to brief phrases) would exhibit better comprehension of both case and number
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marking than those in other learning conditions. Past research has suggested that L2 grammar
learning may be item-based in fusional languages (e.g., Polish; explained further in Chapter 3;
(Dąbrowska, 2008). But, in an agglutinative language like Turkish (further explained in Chapter
3), does knowledge of vocabulary develop closely with knowledge of grammar? I hypothesized
close relations between incidental vocabulary learning and acquisition of case marking and
number across learning conditions. I also expected comprehension of number marking to be
easier than case marking for all subjects regardless of condition, since number marking is evident
in English and therefore can be transferred to learning Turkish (Hernandez et al., 2005).
The second research question asked how learning conditions, particularly speech
production, impact development of explicit awareness of Turkish number and case
marking. Relatedly, I ask whether levels of metalinguistic awareness are associated with
accuracy in learning Turkish case and number marking, operationalized as above chance
performance on the comprehension posttest.
Previous work has shown that cognitive abilities (e.g., nonverbal ability) serve as
indicators of language learning aptitude and contribute to ultimate L2 learning success (Dörnyei,
2005). It is also known that language learning background plays a role in foreign language
acquisition (Hernandez et al., 2005). Given that the participants in this dissertation have diverse
language backgrounds and experiences learning L2s, I controlled for aptitude and language
background when examining grammar comprehension, incidental vocabulary learning, and
metalinguistic awareness.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Retrieval Practice and the Testing Effect
Educational research on the testing effect has shown that repeated testing of material
through retrieval/recall practice can improve future retention (Rowland, 2014) as compared to
simply restudying the material (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). In experiment 1, phase 1 of their
study, Roediger and Karpicke (2006) instructed participants to read a prose passage and either
restudy the passage (i.e., read the passage again) or take a recall test (i.e., report as much as they
could remember about the passage). In phase 2, participants were tested on their retention 5minutes, 2-days, or 1-week after phase 1. Results showed that at the 5-minute interval, students
who restudied the passage in phase 1 outperformed those who took the recall test. With that said,
results were flipped on the tests at the 2-day and 1-week intervals, indicating that initial testing
was more beneficial for future retention than restudying the information. Furthermore, the recall
test group outperformed the restudy group even though the tests did not provide feedback to the
participant. This suggests that, even if learners struggle to retrieve the appropriate information
from memory, the act of retrieval can serve to consolidate memory (Roediger & Karpicke,
2006). In experiment 2, Roediger and Karpicke (2006) further examined the effects of repeated
testing on later retention. Participants were asked to do one of the following during phase 1: read
a passage for four 5-minute study periods, read a passage for three 5-minute study periods and
then take one recall test, or read a passage for one 5-minute period and then take three recall
tests. Participants who took three recall tests performed worse than the other groups on a
retention test 5-minutes after phase 1. With that said, those who took the three recall tests
outperformed those in the repeated study groups on retention tests one week after phase 1.
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Additionally, the rate of forgetting was higher for repeated study groups. The authors concluded
that repeated testing resulted in greater learning on a delayed test than repeated studying, in part
because taking tests provides learners with opportunities to register discrepancies between what
they can retrieve from memory and what they have previously learned.
Karpicke and Roediger (2008) extended these findings to learning foreign language
vocabulary word pairs, again showing that testing rather than restudying is the critical factor for
long-term recall. Notably, once word pairs were correctly recalled, repeated studying of the word
pairs provided no additional benefit, while repeated retrieval during test trials did. That is, when
successfully recalled items were dropped from future retrieval practice, this reduced long-term
retention for those items. Therefore, repeated recall served to slow the rate of forgetting. The
testing effect has also been observed with both recognition (e.g., multiple-choice) and recall tests
(Duchastel & Nungester, 1982; Marsh et al., 2007).
Recent work suggests that retrieval practice may promote L2 comprehension to a greater
extent than just reading or listening to the language (i.e., comprehension/recognition practice).
Using a miniature artificial language, Hopman and MacDonald (2018) extended the testing effect
to artificial language learning by examining how production promotes comprehension of
vocabulary and grammatical dependencies. Undergraduates from a large university were
randomly assigned to a production group who practiced retrieving phrases from memory or a
comprehension group who practiced matching pictures with corresponding words and phrases.
During training, participants were exposed to passive-exposure blocks and either active-exposure
comprehension or production blocks (depending on the assigned condition). For passive
exposure blocks, participants were presented with auditory stimuli paired with corresponding
images and videos that increased in linguistic complexity from single words to sentences. For
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active-exposure blocks, participants in the comprehension condition indicated whether a given
picture matched the phrase in the artificial language while those in the production condition
auditorily described a given picture using the artificial language. All participants then completed
a forced-choice test and an error-monitoring test. The forced-choice test resembled the activecomprehension blocks in which they were tested on both vocabulary and suffix comprehension.
During the error-monitoring test, they judged the grammaticality of word-order and suffix
agreement trials. Sentences in the error-monitoring tests were new in that participants had not
seen them throughout the training. Results showed that adults in the production group exhibited
greater accuracy and reacted faster than those in the comprehension group on suffix
comprehension tests and on error-monitoring tests of word order and suffixes, but not on
vocabulary tests.
Noting limitations concerning the use of an artificial language and lack of opportunities
to connect form to meaning during the error-monitoring test in Hopman et al. (2018), Keppenne
et al. (2021) replicated and extended the study to early L2 learners of German recruited from a
first-semester undergraduate German language class. The training largely resembled Hopman et
al. (2018) except it targeted production of grammatical gender across noun phrases of varying
complexity using 15 novel German nouns that participants had never been exposed to.
Researchers also included written production tests and paired pictures with target nouns during
the error-monitoring test to foster form-meaning connections. Similar benefits of retrieval
practice were observed in the German second language (L2) classroom setting. Both production
and comprehension groups performed similarly at ceiling on forced-choice tasks requiring
participants to match a given written noun phrase to one of two pictures. However, the
production group outperformed the comprehension group on forced-choice tasks that omitted the
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noun from the written phrase and thus required processing of gender on the given article and
adjective. Groups did not differ in their ability to produce written nouns, though the production
group was more accurate at producing written gender marking on adjectives and articles. These
findings suggest that production practice is more advantageous for comprehension than
comprehension practice when gender marking and agreement processing are targeted.
Results of both studies reveal the importance of production practice at initial stages of L2
acquisition. With that said, researchers did not include a condition where participants were asked
to repeat phrases, as opposed to retrieve and generate them aloud from memory. Hence, the
studies did not clearly distinguish the benefits of the testing effect via retrieval practice from the
effects of production (i.e., verbal repetition) on comprehension.
Production and Articulation
Others have argued that advantages of retrieval practice stem from the mere act of
articulating or reproducing words. Memory research on the production effect suggests that overt
rehearsal leads to greater comprehension than recognition practice (Bodner & MacLeod, 2016;
MacLeod et al., 2010) or practice in which overt articulation is experimentally suppressed (Ellis
& Sinclair, 1996). When people engage in recognition or comprehension, they often rely on
“good enough” or superficial representations of the input without noticing linguistic elements
(Ferreira & Patson, 2007). Producing words may promote recognition as it enhances word
distinctiveness at the stage of encoding (MacLeod et al., 2010). Production through overt
rehearsal may enhance opportunities for encoding linguistic elements as auditory representations
are reinforced through articulation (Ellis & Beaton, 1993; Gathercole & Conway, 1988).
Articulation may lead to the strengthening of representations of novel phonological forms by
engaging the phonological loop consisting of a short-term store and rehearsal processes
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(Baddeley et al., 1998). Benefits of articulation itself are also consistent with Swain and Lapkin’s
(1995) output hypothesis which emphasizes the importance of noticing linguistic patterns for
registering discrepancies in learning (Swain, 2005; Swain & Lapkin, 1995). The act of producing
L2 utterances may lead the learner to notice speech errors or dysfluencies, which may trigger
further linguistic processing and noticing of L2 features (Izumi, 2002).
Recent research has also pointed to the benefits of production for recognition of
vocabulary through verbal repetition practice (Dahlen & Caldwell-Harris, 2013; Forrin et al.,
2012; Icht & Mama, 2022). For example, Icht and Mama (2022) examined the production effect
among Hebrew speaking students learning new words in Esperanto. The authors found that a
group instructed to read words aloud outperformed a group instructed to read the words silently
on subsequent recognition tests. Results suggested that overt rehearsal was advantageous for
vocabulary performance at early stages of L2 learning.
Research has started to delineate the roles of the testing effect versus verbal repetition on
L2 acquisition. In general, retrieving and producing answers aloud from memory may be more
beneficial for incidental vocabulary learning than repeating vocabulary aloud due to the
processing demands it imposes on the learner (Kang et al., 2013; Mama & Icht, 2018;
Yanagisawa, 2016). Kang et al. (2013) supported this hypothesis by showing that naive L2
learners of Hebrew exhibited greater comprehension and production of spoken vocabulary when
they engaged in retrieval practice as compared to verbal repetition practice only. In a withinsubject design, Yanagisawa (2016) exposed Japanese students to English pseudowords with
accompanying pictures. Participants learned the pseudowords in the following conditions:
receptive retrieval (retrieve the meaning of a given pseudoword in Japanese without producing it
aloud), productive retrieval (produce a given pseudoword in Japanese), and repetition (repeat the
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given pseudoword in Japanese). Both retrieval conditions yielded higher scores on a receptive
vocabulary test than the verbal repetition condition. The productive retrieval condition yielded
higher scores than the other conditions on the expressive vocabulary test. Mama and Icht (2018)
also attempted to tease out the effects of testing and production on vocabulary retention by
examining a group of learners who repeated words aloud after they disappeared on the screen.
They assigned participants to groups who silently read words, immediately repeated words
aloud, read words aloud after a delay, or repeated words aloud after the words disappeared from
the screen. By adding the delay to the last group, the researchers were able to assess the effects
of testing during training. They found that the last group was the most effective and attributed
these results to both production and testing mechanisms imposed by the task. With that said,
unlike Hopman and MacDonald (2018), the researchers did not include a group that was
responsible for retrieving and producing answers to questions.
The above studies have started to tease apart the effects of verbal repetition from retrieval
practice on vocabulary learning. The current study extends these findings to comprehension of
grammar, specifically case and number marking. In doing so, I aim to identify the benefits of
retrieval practice (i.e., which incorporates both production and testing mechanisms) in promoting
L2 comprehension of Turkish grammar and vocabulary.
Input Hypothesis and Comprehension Practice
Contrary to the testing and production hypotheses discussion above, another line of
research points to the importance of comprehension practice over production practice for L2
acquisition. That is, it is possible that neither retrieval nor verbal repetition practice is the best
method for fostering comprehension. The input hypothesis suggests that comprehensible input,
rather than vocal output, is critical for L2 learning (Krashen, 1989, 2003). This hypothesis is
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supported by evidence that verbal output disrupts perceptual processing at early stages of L2
acquisition, such that learners trained in production may be less accurate in discriminating
foreign language speech sounds than those trained in perception (Baese-Berk & Samuel, 2016;
Leach & Samuel, 2007). Zamuner et al. (2016) found that children recognize newly learned
words more efficiently after hearing them, rather than producing them, pointing to a reverse
production effect. VanPatten’s input processing theory emphasizes the importance of
comprehensible input, as opposed to production, in L2 acquisition (VanPatten, 2012; 2020).
Processing instruction, which prompts language learners to connect forms and grammatical
structures with associated meanings, may result in better sentence-level comprehension than
instruction focusing on overt production (Shintani, 2011; 2015; VanPatten & Cadierno, 1993;
Wong & Ito, 2018). For example, Shintani (2011) found that an input-based group outperformed
a production-based group that was required to practice retrieval on a categorization test, yet both
groups performed similarly on a multiple-choice listening test.
The driving focus of this dissertation was to delineate the roles of speech production and
retrieval practice on comprehension performance at the earliest stages of learning. For this
reason, I compared a retrieval practice group to a verbal repetition group. With that said, the
benefits of comprehension practice for subsequent performance on comprehension tests cannot
be ignored (evident by the supporting research illustrated above). Therefore, this study also
included a comprehension practice condition as a control group.
Metalinguistic Awareness and Foreign Language Learning
Research on the testing effect and output hypothesis suggests that a retrieval practice
condition that combines testing with overt production may be most beneficial for L2 acquisition
because it gives learners opportunities to notice gaps in their production abilities. But is noticing
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necessary? Research suggests that unlike L1 learning, attention and subsequent noticing of the
input is required for L2 learning (Schmidt, 1990, 1995). Conversely, other research suggests that
it is possible to remain entirely unaware of underlying linguistic structure, similar to how a first
language is acquired (Reber, 1967). Research has also shown that awareness is needed for some
individuals but not others (Grey et al., 2014). Therefore, the third research question in this study
asks whether it is possible to learn an L2 under incidental learning conditions without awareness,
and whether L2 production in the context of verbal repetition (as opposed to retrieval practice) is
sufficient to trigger noticing of Turkish case marking and number marking.
Noticing Hypothesis
Schmidt (1990) argued that the role of consciousness was largely underestimated in L2
learning. According to his noticing hypothesis, registering features of the new language at the
level of awareness is a prerequisite for encoding L2 input at early stages of learning. Noticing at
the level of awareness promotes intake of L2 input into working memory, which may
subsequently allow for the information to be stored in long term memory. Since processing
capacity is limited, a learner must pay active attention to the input for noticing and awareness to
occur (Schmidt, 1994). Only once a stimulus is noticed, can it be registered in conscious
awareness and stored in long term memory. Schmidt acknowledges that an initial awareness at
the level of “noticing” is not synonymous with awareness at the level of “understanding” the
underlying pattern or rule; that is, noticing does not always lead to understanding. As the learner
processes more L2 input, they may become consciously aware of specific features of the
language (i.e., noticing), leading them to draw inferences and engage in deeper processing and
understanding. Noticing refers to recognition of surface level features, while understanding
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implies recognition of semantic or syntactic features (Schmidt, 1995). This, in turn, promotes
retention and use of those features in the learner’s own L2 production (Leow, 2018).
Schmidt argued that conscious processing is necessary for L2 learning, but does not
discount the role of unconscious processes in everyday interactions with language (e.g.,
awareness of decoding processes is not required for effective reading comprehension). His
objective was to use consciousness in an unambiguous manner when speaking about L2 learning.
To do this, he delineated three types of consciousness: 1) consciousness as awareness, 2)
consciousness as intention, and 3) consciousness as knowledge. Awareness has various levels
such as perception, noticing, and understanding. While perceived information is largely
unconscious, we notice information that we are aware of. Awareness facilitates reflection and
allows us to compare and contrast prior information we have noticed, leading to consciousness at
the level of understanding (Schmidt, 1990). While Tomlin and Villa (1994) agreed with Schmidt
(1990) that attention is needed for intake, they did not agree that awareness is necessary for
intake. They believed that detection (synonymous with intake) is required for initial levels of
processing and subsequent internalization but can exist without awareness. Detection (i.e.,
turning your attention towards a piece of information) is a critical function of attention and is a
necessary first step towards acquisition of that information.
Past research has corroborated Schmidt’s claims about the influence of noticing on L2
intake and learning (Faretta-Stutenberg & Morgan-Short, 2011; Hama & Leow, 2010; Rosa &
Leow, 2004). In studies of L2 awareness and learning, recognition and production tasks are often
used as indicators of learning. Awareness can be measured at the encoding stage or the retrieval
stage (Rebuschat et al., 2015; Rosa & Leow, 2004), using untimed grammaticality judgement
tasks or retrospective verbal reports in which participants are assessed on their awareness of a
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given linguistic form after they complete a training phase (Isbell & Rogers, 2021). Note that
Schmidt (1990) argued that incorrect verbal reports do not always equate to lack of awareness.
Rather, metalanguage or memory could interfere with verbal reports even if awareness exists.
Hama and Leow (2010) sought to reconcile Leow (2000) who found that learning without
awareness is impossible and Williams (2005) who found that 80% of participants demonstrated
learning of novel determiners despite remaining unaware that the choice of determiners
depended on animacy. Hama and Leow (2010) argued that these conflicting results occurred
because the researchers measured awareness at different stages of learning. To address this
discrepancy, they utilized both online (concurrent, i.e., during the testing phase) and offline (nonconcurrent, i.e., after the testing phase) awareness measures (Hama & Leow, 2010). Adapting a
miniature language design from Williams (2005), Hama and Leow (2010) assessed whether
participants could learn a hidden irregularity while remaining unaware. After a vocabulary
pretraining task, participants were provided with English translations of four novel determiners
from an artificial language (meaning “near” and “far”) but were not told about an animacy rule.
During the training phase, participants were instructed to listen to a noun phrase containing a
novel determiner and an English noun, repeat the phrase aloud, decide which determiner it
contained, and form a mental image. In the testing phase, participants completed a 4-option
multiple choice task where they matched one of four determiners with a given written noun
phrase. Participants also completed a production test in which they produced the missing
determiner from a given noun phrase. Concurrent awareness at the level of encoding was
assessed via think-aloud protocols during the production test. Participants then completed a
questionnaire where they were asked to report how they chose their answers during the testing
phase. Responses were coded as no report, noticing the notion of animacy, or understanding the
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animacy rule. Hama and Leow (2010) found that learning only occurred in participants who were
aware of a hidden animacy rule. Further, unaware learners did not demonstrate learning of the
hidden animacy feature on either recognition or production tests. Therefore, unlike Williams
(2005), the authors did not find evidence of implicit learning.
Faretta-Stutenberg and Morgan-Short (2011) replicated Williams (2005) to find out
whether findings generalized to learners with specific linguistic backgrounds, whether previous
language experience contributed to learning without awareness, and whether learning varied
across levels of awareness (noticing vs. understanding). Results found no evidence of implicit
learning of form–meaning connections on a generalization test. Interestingly, aware participants
also did not exhibit learning as indicated by generalization. By the second testing phase, only
two participants were aware of the animacy rule (Faretta-Stutenberg & Morgan-Short, 2011).
Implicit Learning
Conversely, others theorize that it is possible to remain totally unaware when learning a
new language––similar to how children acquire their first language (L1s)––and that learning of
L2 grammatical patterns is largely implicit (Knowlton & Squire, 1996; Krashen, 1981; Reber,
1967; Tomlin & Villa, 1994). Dating back to 1967, Reber found that participants performed
above chance on a grammaticality judgement task but could not verbalize the rules or patterns of
the grammar. Reber (1967) concluded that participants learned the finite-state grammar in the
absence of awareness via implicit learning mechanisms. He proposed that implicit learning is
unintentional and occurs in the absence of awareness while explicit learning is intentional and
requires awareness. Similarly, Krashen’s (1981) Dual Systems Hypothesis states that L2
acquisition, like L1 acquisition, is mostly implicit. Krashen distinguishes between two
independent processes: The first comprises “acquisition” which is largely subconscious and the
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second comprises “learning” which is largely conscious. He argues that conscious learning is
rarely needed in comprehension and production (Krashen, 1981).
Research has supported claims that awareness is not necessary for learning (Godfroid,
2016; Li et al., 2020; Williams, 2005). For example, Williams (2005) found that 80% of
participants performed above chance on learning form-meaning relations between determiners
and animacy even though they remained unaware as measured via retrospective reports. As noted
already, research has failed to replicate these results (Faretta-Stutenberg & Morgan-Short, 2011;
Hama & Leow, 2010). Li et al. (2020) examined implicit learning of semantic preferences
(collocative meanings) of novel English verbs. Authors found that 77% of Chinese English
language learners remained unaware while exhibiting above chance performance. Lastly,
Godfroid et al. (2015) found that upper-intermediate learners of German remained unaware of
ungrammatical verbs but were sensitive to ungrammatical trials as evidenced by reaction time
measures.
Reconciling the Significance of Metalinguistic Awareness on L2 Acquisition
Other research suggests that attention and awareness are mostly needed for learning of
inflectional morphology (Godfroid, 2016; Li et al., 2020; Robinson, 1995; Williams, 2005).
Ullman (2004; 2005) contributed to this line of research with his declarative/procedural model
which is similar to models of implicit vs. explicit memory. His model proposes that L2 learners
at early stages rely more on declarative memory (acquired in an explicit manner) for both
lexical-semantic and grammatical processing, whereas L1 learners and high proficiency L2
learners draw more on procedural memory (acquired in an implicit manner) for grammatical
processing. When adults are at early stages of L2 learning, they use their declarative memory
system to store word-specific knowledge. For this reason, adult knowledge of an L2 is largely
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based on what they can or cannot verbalize. As L2 learning advances, adults begin to draw on
procedural memory systems (Ullman, 2004; 2005).
There is also evidence from studies of L2 acquisition that some learners can acquire
grammatical knowledge without demonstrating any explicit awareness (Grey et al., 2014;
Rogers, 2017; Rogers et al., 2016). In a miniature language learning study, Grey et al., (2014)
showed that most but not all learners demonstrated explicit awareness of a semi-artificial
grammar called Japlish and that awareness predicted learning. In their study, authors exposed
undergraduates to auditorily presented verb-final word order and case marking sentence
structures. During the exposure phase, participants were instructed to distinguish plausible from
implausible sentences via a button press (feedback was provided after the button press). The
assessment phase, conducted immediately and two weeks after exposure at delayed posttest,
consisted of an artificial judgment task and a sentence-picture verification task designed to test
knowledge of Japlish word order and case marking respectively. Participants also completed an
exit questionnaire during the delayed testing session, which assessed awareness of Japlish case
marking and word order rules for simple and complex sentence structures. Results pointed to
learning of word order, but not case marking patterns, during the immediate testing phase. On the
delayed posttest, participants exhibited learning of both word order and case marking. In terms of
awareness, 68% of participants exhibited awareness of word-order rules for simple sentences
only and 38% exhibited awareness of case marking rules. With regard to the role of awareness in
learning, only those who reported awareness of case marking rules were above chance on
comprehension of case marking on the sentence-picture verification task. With that said, implicit
learner of Japlish features was possible given that some learners were able to identify word-order
violations yet did not exhibit awareness of the word order rule.
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Based on the results discussed above, it can be argued that metalinguistic awareness and
L2 grammatical learning of a given tested structure develop in tandem among adult L2 learners.
What is less clear is whether L2 production in the context of verbal repetition (as opposed to
retrieval practice) is sufficient to trigger noticing. In the current study, gauging awareness at the
level of encoding was impractical given time constraints. Rather, in this study a retrospective
verbal report was used, adapted from Brooks and Kempe (2013), to understand how speech
production impacted development of explicit awareness of Turkish number and case marking. It
was hypothesized that retrieval practice may benefit L2 acquisition by providing opportunities
for learners to notice and register discrepancies between what they have heard and what they can
produce on their own. This may then lead to noticing specific features of the language (i.e.,
Turkish case and number marking).
Individual Differences in Aptitude
The above research suggests that awareness and learning are closely tied, but do certain
abilities predict whether a person will exhibit metalinguistic awareness or not? Language
learning aptitude is a broad construct that aims to account for individual differences in L2
outcomes in specific learning contexts (e.g., college classrooms; CALL studies). Aptitude has
been assessed using measures of nonverbal ability (Brooks et al., 2006), phonological short-term
memory (Ellis & Sinclair, 1996), verbal working memory (Miyake & Friedman, 1998), and
declarative and procedural memory (Hamrick, 2015). In a psychometric investigation of a
foreign language aptitude test, Grigorenko et al. (2000) found that the Culture Fair Intelligence
Test (Cattell & Cattell, 1973), an index of nonverbal ability, loaded onto an intelligence-related
factor, while the verbal declarative memory component of the Modern Language Aptitude Test
(Carroll & Sapon, 1959) loaded onto a separate language-specific factor (Grigorenko et al.,
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2000). Previous work using a paper-and-pencil version of Culture Fair test linked aptitude with
explicit awareness of case marking and gender agreement which in turn predicted correct
production of Russian grammatical morphemes (Brooks et al., 2006; 2017; Brooks & Kempe,
2013). The current study used the Culture Fair test to investigate the relationship between
aptitude, awareness, and learning.
L1-L2 Similarity
Another factor that influences foreign language learning is the similarity between the
learner’s L1 and the L2 (Arıbaş & Cele, 2021; Foucart & Frenck-Mestre, 2012; Hernandez et al.,
2005). Studies on multilingualism have shown that similarities between L1/L2 and L3 (i.e.,
languages learned beyond the second), along with L1/L2 proficiency, are associated with L3
performance (Cenoz, 2013; Hammarberg, 2001; Jaensch, 2010). For example, Brooks and
Kempe (2013) found that the number of studied languages influenced learning of Russian case
marking. Given established relations between language background and foreign learning, one
might expect that acquisition of number marking would generally be easier than acquisition of
case marking for native English speakers given that overt number marking exists in English but
case marking does not. Similarly, prior knowledge of a case marking language might be expected
to affect learning of case marking in a new language. Considering that proficiency in an L2 and
being multilingual play a role in foreign language acquisition, I also investigated the role of the
total number of languages known.
Generalizing Learning
It is common for miniature language learning studies to assess learning of items that the
participants experience throughout the training (i.e., ‘old items’) as well as generalization to
novel items (i.e., ‘new items’). Evidence of generalization suggests that the learner can apply a
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newly learned linguistic feature to a novel word. Past research has suggested that grammar
learning of fusional (explained further in Chapter 3) languages (e.g., Polish) may be item-based
in that knowledge of suffixes is related to specific nouns (Dąbrowska, 2008). In a miniature
language learning study with undergraduates who had never been exposed to Russian, Brooks et
al. (2017) examined whether production of Russian nouns inflected for case marking and gender
agreement varied depending on whether the noun was familiar (seen at pretest and throughout
the training) or unfamiliar (reserved for the posttest). The results showed that accuracy in
producing grammatical morphemes was markedly higher for old than for new items at posttest.
In line with Dąbrowska (2008), Brooks et al. (2017) explained that for old items, participants
could draw on both item-based and category-based representations to support production. With
that said, it remains unknown if generalization abilities extend from production to
comprehension of an agglutinative (defined below in Chapter 3) language like Turkish. In
fusional languages, morphemes convey combinations of grammatical features. In agglutinative
languages, each morphemes conveys a specific meaning which may make it easier to extend
form-meaning connections to new items. The current study assessed comprehension of Turkish
case and number marking using both old and new nouns.
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CHAPTER 3
CURRENT STUDY
Prior studies indicating benefits of retrieval practice over other forms of testing, such as
comprehension practice, concluded that results were due to production (Hopman & MacDonald,
2018; Keppenne et al., 2021). However, since these studies did not include a verbal repetition
group, they did not assess production in the absence of testing. Therefore, the first goal of the
dissertation was to identify specific benefits of retrieval practice by isolating the roles of testing
and production at early stages of L2 learning on comprehension of grammar and vocabulary.
Chapter 2 also summarized how some researchers argue that noticing features of a language is
needed for L2 learning in adulthood (Schmidt, 1990), yet others have demonstrated implicit
learning of abstract grammatical rules in the absence of awareness (Reber, 1967). Thus, the
second goal of the dissertation was to investigate the relationship between awareness and
comprehension of Turkish number and case marking.
Using a miniature version of Turkish embedded in a CALL protocol designed for this
study (see Chapter 4), I manipulated learning tasks in a between-subjects design to elucidate the
roles of testing and production in early stages of L2 learning. Under incidental learning
conditions, participants were exposed to spoken dialogues in tasks that varied according to
practice type, all of which included feedback similar to other structured input tasks. As most
studies target comprehension of word order (Grey et al., 2014), I focused on number and case
marking because inflectional morphology is a more complex linguistic domain than word order
that may elucidate different patterns of learning.
Turkish was used as the target language for multiple reasons. First, Turkish displays
allomorphic variation. An allomorph refers to a variant of a phonetic form of a morpheme.
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Further, Turkish contains groups of morphemes that refer to the same unit of meaning yet vary in
sound and spelling. For example, the Turkish case markers –ğe, –ğa, and –ya all indicate dative
case, yet are pronounced differently (see Chapter 4 for the dative case markers that are used in
the current study). The specific dative case marker affixed to the end of a noun follows vowel
harmony rules—phonological patterns in which vowels must agree based on factors such as
tongue position and lip rounding. Due to vowel harmony in Turkish, –ğe and –ğa case markers
are affixed to nouns ending in –ek and –ak respectively while the –ya case marker is affixed to
nouns ending in –a. Turkish is also an agglutinative language in that single words are formed by
stringing different morphemes, all of which consist of different meanings, together. Due to its
allomorphic variation, and agglutination, I was able to restrict stimuli to single inflected Turkish
nouns that varied according to both case and number. Restricting stimuli to single inflected
nouns was critical given the time constraints of the study. Additionally, knowledge of and
exposure to Turkish is also rare in the area in which participants were sampled from. This
allowed me to assess acquisition of a natural language (Turkish) rather than an artificial language
among learners who have never been exposed to Turkish, thus increasing external validity.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
The first main research question asked how comprehension of Turkish number and case
marking and incidental vocabulary learning vary as a function of learning condition. Considering
research on production and the testing effect discussed in the previous chapter, I hypothesized
that participants who were asked to retrieve Turkish inflected nouns from memory would exhibit
higher accuracy on comprehension posttests and vocabulary tests as compared to (a) learners
who were instructed to verbally repeat the nouns, or (b) learners who completed comprehension
practice (i.e., answer forced-choice comprehension questions). Taking L1-L2 transfer into
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account, I expected comprehension of number marking to be easier than case marking regardless
of condition considering that English has a system of number marking that can be transferred to
learning Turkish. I also hypothesized that participants would perform better on old items
(inflected nouns seen throughout the training) than on new items (novel inflected nouns not seen
before the posttest).
The second main research question considered the role of awareness at early stages of L2
learning and how practice conditions influence this relationship. As discussed in Chapter 2,
explicit awareness is closely tied to learning among adults learning a second language (Hama &
Leow, 2010; Schmidt, 1990), yet it is also clear that some are able to learn inflectional
morphology in the absence of attention and awareness (Rogers, 2017). What is less clear is
whether L2 production in the context of verbal repetition (as opposed to retrieval practice) is
sufficient to trigger noticing of Turkish case marking and number marking. Given the benefits of
retrieval practice for registering discrepancies in learning and noticing L2 features, I
hypothesized that those in the retrieval practice condition would exhibit greater metalinguistic
awareness than those in the other practice groups.
The third main research question asked whether learning of Turkish case and number
marking (accuracy) is tied to varying levels of metalinguistic awareness. While research shows
that awareness is mostly needed for L2 learning, it is possible to exhibit learning without being
explicitly aware of the grammatical patterns inherent in the language (Brooks & Kempe, 2013).
Therefore, I also asked whether metalinguistic awareness is required for learning and varies as a
function of above-chance performance on comprehension posttests of nominal morphology. I
hypothesized that metalinguistic awareness would vary as a function of above-chance
performance on comprehension posttests.
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As discussed in Chapter 4, there were large individual differences between participants in
this study in terms of nonverbal ability, language background, and multilingualism. As these
factors play a role in foreign language acquisition, the current study took into account language
learning aptitude (i.e., nonverbal ability), total number of languages the participant had been
exposed to, knowledge of case marking languages, and proficiency in the participant’s best L2. I
hypothesized that knowledge of a case marking language would be associated with higher
accuracy in learning Turkish case marking.
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CHAPTER 4
METHOD
Participants
College students (18- to 30-year-olds) were recruited from a psychology department
subject pool at an open-admission Hispanic-serving public university in the Northeastern United
States. The students received research participation credit for completing the 2-hour Zoom
session. All participants were native speakers of English, as verified by a language background
questionnaire (described below). Students with prior knowledge of Turkish or any Turkic
language were excluded. The sample comprised 156 students (93 females, 61 males, 1 nonbinary, 1 did not disclose), aged 18 to 28 years (M = 19.5, SD = 2.0). Race/ethnicity was selfreported as follows: 35.9% White, 24.4% Black/African American, 23.1% Hispanic/Latinx,
12.2% Middle Eastern, 10.3% Asian (categories were non-mutually exclusive). Students were
randomly assigned to CALL conditions: comprehension (n = 52), verbal repetition (n = 52), and
retrieval practice (n = 52). In addition to these 156 students, 24 others were recruited but
excluded for the following reasons: computer/Wi-Fi issues (n = 10), sickness/fatigue (n = 3),
noise (n = 1), outlier scores on Culture Fair test (n = 2), spoke a Turkic language (n = 1), or were
older than 30 years of age (n = 7).
Turkish Miniature Language Materials
Noun Vocabulary
The Turkish vocabulary consisted of 36 nouns (object names) ending in –ek, –ak, or –a in
the nominative case. The set of nouns was selected based on corpus analysis and reflects the
vowel harmony and allomorphic variation present in Turkish.
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Pictures and Dialogues Illustrating Number and Case Marking Patterns
Pictures of each noun were adapted from a set of standardized pictures (Snodgrass &
Vanderwart, 1980). Each noun appeared in four contexts depicting a goat coming towards or
going away from one or two objects. Contexts were paired with corresponding question-answer
dialogues, recorded by male and female speakers of Turkish. In each spoken dialogue, the
question was asked by the male speaker and answered by the female speaker. No Turkish
orthography or English translations were provided. Across dialogues, the subject noun (keçi
[goat]) was held constant while the object noun appeared in singular or plural form with dative
[to] or ablative [from] case markers. Table 1 presents the Turkish questions and representative
answers, consisting of Turkish nouns inflected for case (dative [to] or ablative [from]) and
number (singular or plural). Figure 1 provides examples that show how the pictures were paired
with the spoken dialogues. Of the 144 question-answer dialogues (36 nouns x 4 contexts), 36
were used in the pretest, training, and posttest (these are referred to as “old” items); 72 were used
for training only; and 36 items were used for posttest only (these are referred to as “new” items).
Within each block of trials, the 36 nouns were distributed evenly across case (ablative/dative)
and number (singular/plural), with the order of trials randomized.
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Table 1
Examples of Turkish Question-Answer Dialogues with Singular and Plural Nouns in Ablative
and Dative Case
Ablative Question:
Keçi nereden geliyor? [Goat where-from coming?]
Ablative Answers:
Singular Object

gömleka-ten [shirt-ABL]
bardak-tan [cup-ABL]

Plural Object

araba-dan [car-ABL]
gömlek-ler-den [shirt-PL-ABL]
bardak-lar-dan [cup-PL-ABL]
araba-lar-dan [car-PL-ABL]

Dative Question:
Keçi nereye gidiyor? [Goat where-to going?]
Dative Answers:
Singular Object
Plural Object

gömle-ğe [shirt-DAT]
barda-ğa [cup-DAT]
araba-ya [car-DAT]
gömlek-ler-e [shirt-PL-DAT]
bardak-lar-a [cup-PL-DAT]
araba-lar-a [car-PL-DAT]

Note: ABL = ablative [from], DAT = dative [to], PL = plural; anouns end in –ek, –ak, or –a and
exhibit allomorphic variation when inflected for case and number.
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Figure 1
Example Trials for each CALL Condition
Comprehension
Instructions: Listen to the dialog and
use the right or left arrow key to select
the picture matching what the woman
says.

Verbal Repetition
Instructions: Listen to the
dialog and repeat the
woman’s answer to the
question.

Retrieval Practice
Instructions: Listen to
the question and
answer it in Turkish.

Introduction:
Female voice: gömlek [shirt]

Introduction:
Female voice: gömlek
[shirt]

Introduction:
Female voice: gömlek
[shirt]

Case trial:
Male voice: Keçi nereden geliyor?
[Where is the goat coming from?]
Female voice: gömlekten
[from the shirt]

Male voice: Keçi nereden
geliyor?
[Where is the goat coming
from?]
Female voice: gömlekten
[from the shirt]

Male voice: Keçi
nereden geliyor?
[Where is the goat
coming from?]

Number trial:
Male voice: Keçi nereden geliyor?
[Where is the goat coming from?]
Female voice: gömlekten
[from the shirt]
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Feedback (case trial):
Female voice: gömlekten
[from the shirt]

Feedback:
Female voice: gömlekten
[from the shirt]

Answer is replayed as correct picture
is shown.

Answer is replayed;
participant is instructed to
repeat the answer a second
time to advance to the next
trial.

Feedback:
Female voice:
gömlekten [from the
shirt]
Answer is played;
participant is instructed
to repeat the answer to
advance to the next
trial.

CALL Protocol
The CALL protocol was programmed in PsychoPy and run online on the Pavlovia
platform (Peirce et al., 2019). The 2-hour session was recorded on Zoom with the experimenter
present the entire time. The experimenter did not speak Turkish or provide any English
translations during the session. The experimenter occasionally answered questions about the
written instructions and provided general feedback (e.g., “You are doing great”). Specific
feedback (i.e., the correct picture or Turkish inflected noun) was shown after each response; see
Figure 1. Participants randomly assigned to the comprehension, verbal repetition, and retrieval
practice conditions completed the same pretests/posttests but different training blocks (see
Training below). Participants completed the CALL tasks in the following order: pretest (one
block), training (three blocks), posttest (one block), and vocabulary test (one block).
Pretest. The pretest consisted of one block of comprehension trials (18 case, 18 number
trials); see left column of Figure 1 for an example. On each trial, the participant chose which of
two pictures matched the spoken dialogue. After the response, feedback was provided (i.e., the
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correct picture was framed in green and the Turkish inflected noun was replayed). The block of
36 trials presented each of the 36 nouns in one of the four contexts (singular or plural form in
dative or ablative case, see Table 1 for examples of question-answer dialogues), with 9 trials per
context. Half of the trials tested case comprehension; the other half tested number
comprehension. Case trials held number constant, i.e., 9 trials showed one object in each picture,
9 trials showed two objects. Number trials held case constant, i.e., 9 trials showed the goat going
toward the object(s) in both pictures; 9 trials showed the goat going away from the object(s).
Training. Training consisted of three blocks of 36 trials (18 case, 18 number trials). Each
block of trials presented each of the 36 nouns in one of the four case/number contexts (9 trials
per context); pairing of nouns and contexts varied across blocks. Participants were presented
with written instructions at the start of each block; trials followed procedures shown in Figure 1.
Participants in the comprehension condition completed three training blocks of comprehension
trials, identical in format to the pretest. Comprehension trials were controlled by the participant,
with trials advancing after the participant made a manual response. Participants in the verbal
repetition condition completed three training blocks of verbal repetition trials (see middle
column of Figure 1), where they were instructed to repeat the answer to the question-answer
dialogue (i.e., the Turkish inflected noun) twice. Participants in the retrieval practice condition
first completed one training block of verbal repetition trials to gain familiarity in producing the
inflected nouns (i.e., following procedures of Brooks et al., 2017). This was followed by two
training blocks of retrieval practice trials (see right column of Figure 1), where the participant
was instructed to answer the question in each dialogue, then repeat back the correct
answer. Verbal repetition and retrieval practice trials were controlled by the participant, but the
CALL protocol was programmed so that the participant could not advance the trial until a
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minimum of 2 seconds had passed (the participant could take longer to respond if they wished).
This method ensured that the participant had sufficient time to formulate a spoken response and
did not inadvertently skip trials.
Posttest. The posttest consisted of one block of 72 comprehension trials (36 case, 36
number trials) formatted the same as the pretest. Half of the trials were identical to the pretest
(“old” items); the other half were reserved for the posttest (“new” items).
Vocabulary Test. The vocabulary test consisted of 36 trials, one for each Turkish noun.
On each trial, the participants were asked to choose from a set of four pictures, the one that
matched the Turkish word spoken aloud. Each trial presented the pictures of four different
objects in a two by two grid and the noun in the nominative case. Participants used the following
keyboard keys to select the corresponding picture: ‘Q’ for top left, ‘A’ for bottom left, ‘P’ for top
right, and ‘L’ for bottom right (see Figure 2 for an example trial).
Figure 2
Example Trial for the Vocabulary Test
Item
Female voice: gömlek [shirt]

Pictures Presented

Instructions: Choose the picture that matches the Turkish word by pressing ‘Q’ (top left), ‘P’
(top right), ‘A’ (bottom left), or ‘L’ (bottom right)
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Other Measures
Metalinguistic Awareness Questionnaire. Participants completed a brief questionnaire
(adapted from Brooks & Kempe, 2013) on Qualtrics. The form asked the participant to describe
what they noticed about the Turkish words and how they were used to indicate the direction of
the goat and the number of objects. One prompt focused on awareness of case marking and
another on awareness of the number/plural marker (see Table 2). Three additional prompts
provided additional opportunities for participants to demonstrate awareness. Responses were
scored for explicit awareness of case and number marking (see Table 2 for coding scheme). Two
trained research assistants first reviewed 20% of responses together to become familiar with the
range of responses. The research assistants then independently scored 40% of responses until
substantial agreement was met. Percent agreement was 91.2% for number marking (Cohen’s k =
.82) and 85.3% for case marking (Cohen’s k = .78). After establishing reliability, the research
assistants coded the remaining responses together.
Table 2
Coding Scheme for the Metalinguistic Awareness Questionnaire

Case

0

Explanation of Code
Examples
Prompt: Sometimes the goat was moving towards or away from the object.
Describe your strategy for answering the questions about the movement of the goat.
It’s ok to state if you were just guessing.
No mention of variation in word endings, included
“I assumed that the male is
responses like “I guessed” or mention of unrelated
asking the female what the
mnemonic strategies.
goat is doing based on the
actions of the goat. ” (Male,
20)
“When the goat kept
moving I knew the words
were going to be different.”
(Female, 18)
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1

2

Number

0

1

Noticed variation in the word endings, i.e.,
mentioned that noun/object/word endings change
depending on the direction of the goat or where the
goat was facing, that words were added to the end of
the objects, and/or listed one or two case marking
suffixes. Participants could mention both dative or
both ablative markers and receive a point.

“The word for away
sounded like tan and the
word for moving towards
sounded like ya.” (Female,
18)

Noticed allomorphic variation in the endings by
listing three or more case markings.

“I noticed that an English
sounding a was for moving
toward, and an English
sounding tan or dan was for
moving away.” (Female,
23)

“I notice that every time
that the goat was with the
back was a word tan.”
(Female, 26)

“I believed don or tan
meant moving away and ya
or a meant coming
towards.” (Male, 24)
Prompt: The number of objects also varied (one vs. two). Describe your strategy for
answering the questions about one vs. two objects. It’s ok to state if you were just
guessing.
No mention of a plural marker; included responses
“I tried to figure out if there
like “I guessed” or mention of unrelated mnemonic
was a pattern but I don't
strategies.
think there was any and that
it was just there to confuse,
so I didn't use it as a
strategy” (Female, 18)

Noticed the plural marker, i.e., mentioned that
Turkish has syllables/sounds/words that go before
the end of the word, or that the word gets longer for
plural.

“Sometimes I would try to
guess or if the object had
appeared already I would
pick the one with one object
instead, assuming that the
goat had taken one
already.” (Male, 19)
“When there were two
objects, a lar sound was
included in the word”
(Female, 18)
“I listened for the extra
sound before the directional
word.” (Female, 18)
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2

Noticed allomorphic variation in the plural marker
by listing both forms of the plural marker.

“Larra or lerre meant it
was plural”
“The prefix le or la was
added before the word
following the object.”
(Female, 18)

Note: Italics have been added to the examples for emphasis.
Language Background Questionnaire. Using a Qualtrics form, participants were asked
to list their native language(s) along with any languages studied in school, spoken at home, or
learned abroad. Participants reported prior knowledge of 31 different languages, the most
popular being Spanish (n = 119, 76.3%), Italian (n = 32, 20.5%), and French (n = 28, 18.0%).
The most popular case marking languages were Arabic (n = 21, 13.5%) and Russian (n = 10,
6.4%); no other languages were reported by 10 or more participants. See Table 3 below for a full
list of languages, their frequency, and coding of language as case marking/non-case marking.
I counted all of the languages listed to compute a total language score for each
participant. I also examined each list for the presence of a language with overt case marking
(e.g., Russian, Arabic). Knowledge of a case marking language was scored as a binary variable
(0 = did not list any case marking language, 1 = listed at least one case marking language).
Participants were also asked to report their proficiency in the domains of reading, writing,
listening, and speaking (6-point Likert scale; 1 = very poor, 6 = excellent) for their best two
languages other than English (if available). Proficiency for each reported language was
calculated as the average rating across the four domains. Age, gender, college major, and
handedness were also collected via this questionnaire. Participants completed this questionnaire
while sharing their screen on Zoom.
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Table 3
Counts and Frequencies of Languages Across the Entire Sample (N=156)
Language
Spanish
Italian
French
Arabic
Russian
Haitian Creole
American Sign Language
Chinese
Latin
Albanian
Hebrew
Polish
Tagalog
Greek
Mandarin
Punjabi
Twi
Urdu
Yoruba
Cantonese
Cebuano/Bisaya
Fulani
Igbo
Japanese
Malayalam
Norwegian
Romanian
Sinhala
Somali
Waray-Waray
Yiddish

Count
119
32
28
21
10
9
5
5
5
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Frequency (%)
76.28%
20.51%
17.95%
13.46%
6.41%
5.77%
3.21%
3.21%
3.21%
2.56%
1.92%
1.92%
1.92%
1.28%
1.28%
1.28%
1.28%
1.28%
1.28%
0.64%
0.64%
0.64%
0.64%
0.64%
0.64%
0.64%
0.64%
0.64%
0.64%
0.64%
0.64%
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Case Marking Language
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

Culture Fair Test. A computerized version of Test 1 (Series) and Test 2 (Classification)
of the Culture Fair Intelligence Test, Scale 3, Form A (Cattell & Cattell, 1973) was administered
via Qualtrics as an assessment of nonverbal ability. Series problems involved selecting an
abstract geometric pattern from six alternatives to complete the series. Classification problems
asked participants to identify which two of five patterns were alike (i.e., different from the other
three). Difficulty of problems increased as the tests progressed. Participants were told to
complete as many problems as possible in the allotted time (3 minutes for 13 problems in Test 1;
4 minutes for 14 problems in Test 2). Before each test, participants completed several example
problems with feedback. Participants completed the test while sharing their screen on Zoom. The
experimenter was available to review the instructions and answer questions about the example
problems. The experimenter did not answer any questions once the test began. Scores were
calculated as the total number of problems answered correctly across Tests 1 and 2. Cronbach’s
alpha for the two tests combined (27 items in total) was calculated using the cronbach.alpha and
descript functions in the ltm package in R (Rizopoulos, 2006). The alpha for the two tests
combined was 0.54; bootstrap 95% CI based on 1000 samples [0.420, 0.624].
Procedure
Each participant was tested online in a single 2-hour session recorded on Zoom. At the
start of the session, the participant shared their screen so that the experimenter could confirm that
no other programs were running. Participants completed the language background questionnaire
first, followed by the CALL protocol (i.e., pretest, 3 training blocks, posttest, vocabulary test),
the metalinguistic awareness questionnaire, and the Culture Fair test. The experimenter read
instructions for each task aloud, and monitored the participant’s attention throughout the
session.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
Analytical Plan
Analyses were conducted using R (R Core Team, 2020), RStudio (RStudio Team, 2020),
and Stata 17 (StataCorp, 2021). The results section is organized as follows. I start by presenting
preliminary analyses of the demographic characteristics, language background characteristics,
and nonverbal abilities of the participant groups randomly assigned to the three CALL conditions
(comprehension, verbal repetition, retrieval practice); the demographic and language background
measures are referred to as “control” variables below. My aim was to find out if the participant
groups differed with respect to any of these participant characteristics.
Next, I present preliminary analyses of the pretest data, which aimed to determine if any
of the control variables were associated with learning Turkish case and number marking prior to
the CALL training blocks. The pretest data were analyzed using a mixed effects logistic
regression model with a within-subjects factor for trial type (case, number) and a between
subjects factor for CALL condition; all control variables were included as predictors of pretest
accuracy (see below for details). Based on the results of the preliminary analyses, we selected a
set of demographic and language background variables to include with nonverbal ability as
control variables in the models of learning outcomes post CALL training.
Following the preliminary analyses, I present the main analyses, which focused on
posttest accuracy (case and number trials), vocabulary comprehension, and metalinguistic
awareness (exit questionnaire). These analyses relate directly to the research questions about the
role of retrieval practice in promoting L2 learning. Each set of analyses used mixed-effects
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logistic regression models with a between subjects factor for CALL condition and a set of
control variables (see below for details).
Finally, I present analyses of individual differences in explicit awareness of Turkish
grammatical patterns in relation to posttest accuracy. I use chi square tests to compare levels of
awareness of Turkish number and case marking for participants who scored above chance vs. at
or below chance on comprehension of number and case marking at posttest. These analyses
allowed me to find out whether participants could learn the Turkish grammatical patterns without
developing explicit awareness.
Preliminary Analyses
Control Variables. Table 4 provides descriptive statistics for demographic
characteristics, language background variables, and nonverbal ability (Culture Fair scores) for
the entire sample and for each CALL condition separately. As preliminary analyses I checked
whether participants randomly assigned to the three CALL conditions differed with regard to any
of these variables. Knowledge of other languages varied across CALL conditions: for total
number of languages, F(2, 153) = 3.60, p = .030, ηp2 = .04. Post-hoc tests indicated that
participants in the comprehension condition knew more languages than the verbal repetition
condition (M = 2.92 vs. 2.52), p adj = .024. The retrieval practice condition (M = 2.77) did not
differ from the other conditions. Knowledge of case marking language (binary variable) also
varied across CALL conditions, 𝜒2(df = 2) = 6.29, p = .043, (Cramer’s V = 0.21, 95% CI [0.03,
1.00], (Cohen, 1988). While 17 participants in the retrieval practice condition reported knowing
a case marking language, matching the expected value, 23 participants in the comprehension
condition but only 11 participants in the verbal repetition condition reported knowing a case
marking language. Due to these group differences in language background, I included the total
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number of languages and knowledge of a case marking language (binary variable) as control
variables in all analyses. The other variables shown in Table 4 did not differ across CALL
conditions: age, F(2, 153) = 1.57, p = .21, ηp2 = .02; gender, 𝜒2(df = 6) = 4.39, p = .62; selfreported proficiency in the participant’s best L2, F(2, 153) = 0.29, p = .75, ηp2 = .004; Culture
Fair scores, F(2, 153) = 0.85, p = .43, ηp2 = .01.
Table 5 presents the correlation matrix for the variables shown in Table 4. Participants
with a higher number of total languages were more likely to know a language with case marking,
rpoint biserial (154) = .51, p < .001. No other correlations approached significance after Bonferroni
correction.
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Table 4
Demographic Characteristics, Language Background, and Nonverbal Ability Scores for the Full Sample and for each CALL
Condition
Full Sample
(N = 156)

Comprehension
(n = 52)

Verbal Repetition
(n = 52)

19.75 (2.26),
18–28

19.10 (1.61), 18–27

19.49 (2.02), 18–28

Retrieval Practice
(n = 52)
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Age

M (SD), Range

Gender

#F, #M #O

93F, 61M, 2Oa

31F, 21M

29F, 21M, 2Oa

33F, 19M

Total # of
Languages

M (SD), Range

2.74 (0.79), 1–5

2.92 (0.86), 1–5

2.52 (0.75), 1–5

2.77 (0.70), 2–5

Knowledge of a
CMb Language

#Yes, #No

51 Yes, 105 No

23 Yes, 29 No

11 Yes, 41 No

17 Yes, 35 No

Proficiency in Best
L2

M (SD), Range

3.31 (1.47), 0–6

3.40 (1.45), 0–6

3.35 (1.60), 0–6

3.19 (1.35), 1–6

Culture Fair

M (SD), Range

11.58 (2.81), 4–18

11.19 (2.81), 5–17

11.63 (2.87), 4–18

11.90 (2.76), 5–17

Note: a Included 1 nonbinary, 1 did not disclose; bCM = Case Marking

19.63 (2.11), 18–27

Table 5
Pearson Product-Moment and Point-Biserial Correlations between Demographic Characteristics, Language Background, and
Nonverbal Ability Scores (N = 156)
Age

Gendera

Total # of

Knowledge of

Proficiency in

Languages

CMb Language

Best L2

Culture Fair

–

.06c

.20d

.05c

.02d

.17d

Gendera

.472

–

.02c

.20c

–.08c

.01c

Total # of Languages

.011

.831

–

.51*c

.23d

.08d

Knowledge of CMa Language

.565

.013

<.001

–

.21c

.02c

Proficiency in Best L2

.796

.307

.004

.008

–

.07d

Culture Fair

.039

.870

.300

.782

.388

–

Age

40
Note: Lower quadrant represents unadjusted p-values; aGender = binary (0 = Other, 1 = Male); bCM = Case Marking; cRefers to
point-biserial correlation; dRefers to Pearson Product-Moment Correlation; * Bonferroni corrected α < 0.00333

Table 6
Mean Scores (Percentage Correct) for Language Learning Outcomes for the Full Sample and each CALL Condition

Pretest

Full Sample

Comprehension

Verbal Repetition

Retrieval Practice

(N = 156)

(n = 52)

(n = 52)

(n = 52)

M (SD)

Range

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

Total score

56.7% (12.2)

27.8–94.4%

57.3% (14.0)

57.2% (12.6)

55.7% (9.6)

Case trials

58.0% (16.2)

27.8–100%

60.3% (17.4)

58.5% (17.2)

55.1% (13.8)

Number trials

55.4% (14.1)

16.7–94.4%

54.3% (15.3)

55.8% (12.8)

56.2% (14.2)

Total score

80.7% (17.9)

40.3–100%

83.5% (17.2)

74.4% (18.7)

84.3% (16.2)

Case trials (old items)

82.8% (20.0)

27.8–100%

86.9% (18.9)

75.5% (22.0)

86.0% (17.2)

Case trials (new items)

82.2% (20.4)

27.8–100%

85.9% (18.9)

77.4% (20.4)

83.2% (21.2)

Number trials (old items)

78.4% (19.8)

22.2–100%

80.8% (18.8)

70.9% (21.5)

83.4% (17.0)

Number trials (new items)

79.6% (21.2)

33.3–100%

80.4% (22.2)

73.7% (21.6)

84.7% (18.7)

Vocabulary Test

66.0% (19.8)

11.1-100%

54.6% (19.3)

71.1% (18.3)

72.2% (16.7)

Total score

1.60 (1.17)

0-4

1.65 (1.12)

1.37 (1.17)

1.79 (1.21)

MAa Case

0.90 (0.78)

0–2

0.90 (0.75)

0.75 (0.76)

1.06 (0.80)

MAa Number

0.70 (0.56)

0–2

0.75 (0.56)

0.62 (0.57)

0.73 (0.56)

Posttest
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Metalinguistic Awareness

Note: aMA = Metalinguistic Awareness

Pretest Performance. The next set of preliminary analyses examined performance on the
pretest assessing comprehension of Turkish case and number marking prior to the CALL training
blocks. Note that each pretest comprehension trial included feedback, allowing participants to
learn as trials progressed. These preliminary analyses aimed to find out whether participants
randomly assigned to the CALL conditions differed in initial learning (i.e., prior to the CALL
training blocks) and whether any of the control variables accounted for variation in pretest
performance. Table 6 (top panel) presents the descriptive statistics for the comprehension pretest,
with accuracy (percentage correct) provided for the full sample and for each CALL condition
separately. Figure 3 displays the mean pretest score by learning condition.
Figure 3
Mean Pretest Score by Learning Condition

I ran mixed-effects logistic regression models with a binomial logit link function and
crossed random effects of participant and noun; analyses used the glmer function in the lme4
package (Bates et al., 2015) in R. The models included random intercepts for participant and
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noun and a random slope for trial type (case vs. number) by participant. The models did not
converge when I added an additional random slope for trial type by noun and included all
predictors. Consequently, I did not include a random slope for trial type by noun in any analyses
reported here.
Model building proceeded as follows. I started by comparing a null model (random
effects only; see Table 7 Model 1) to a model that also included CALL condition (retrieval
practice, comprehension, verbal repetition) and trial type (case vs. number) as fixed effects, but
excluded the control variables (see Table 7 Model 2). The retrieval practice condition served as
the reference condition in all models (note that this also applies to the analyses of posttest
outcomes reported below). I then compared the model with fixed and random effects to the full
model that included demographic variables, language background variables, and nonverbal
ability (Culture Fair scores) as additional control variables (see Table 7 Model 3). The
increasingly complex nested models were compared via ANOVAs using the stats package (R
Core Team, 2020) to determine the model that best fit the data. All coefficients were
standardized; continuous predictors were mean-centered so that odds ratios between predictors
could be compared (this also applies to the rest of the reported analyses). The full set of models
and model comparisons are found below.
The full model was the best fitting model, 𝜒2(6) = 21.39, p = .002. As shown in Table 7
Model 3, the full model indicated that participants in the three CALL conditions did not differ in
their initial learning of Turkish number and case marking prior to the CALL training blocks. The
only variables associated with accuracy in Turkish case and number comprehension at pretest
were gender, self-reported proficiency in their best L2, and nonverbal ability. For gender, the
odds of accurately comprehending a pretest item increased by 21% for males, with all other
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factors being equal. For self-reported proficiency in best L2, the odds of comprehending an item
(unexpectedly) decreased by 8% for each SD increase in the mean proficiency rating. Finally, for
nonverbal ability, for every SD increase from the Culture Fair mean score, the odds of
comprehending an item increased by 14%, with all other factors being equal.
Given these findings, I retained gender, proficiency in best L2, and nonverbal ability in
all subsequent models as control variables. While total number of languages and knowledge of
case marking language were not related to pretest accuracy, they were retained in subsequent
models due to the significant differences in language background across participant groups (see
above). Age did not impact initial learning and was dropped from all subsequent models.
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Table 7
Model Building for Mixed-Effects Logistic Regression Models Predicting Comprehension Accuracy at Pretest (N = 156)
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Predictor

B (SE)

OR [95% CI]

B (SE)

OR [95% CI]

B (SE)

OR [95% CI]

Intercept

0.28 (0.05)***

1.32 [1.19, 1.46]

0.32 (0.09)***

1.38 [1.15, 1.64]

0.27 (0.10)**

1.31 [1.08, 1.58]

–

–

–

–

–

–

Comprehension

–

–

0.04 (0.10)

1.04 [0.85, 1.26]

0.07 (0.10)

1.08 [0.89, 1.30]

Verbal Repetition

–

–

0.05 (0.10)

1.05 [0.86, 1.28]

0.06 (0.10)

1.06 [0.88, 1.27]

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–0.12 (0.08)

0.89 [0.75, 1.04]

–0.12 (0.08)

0.88 [0.75, 1.04]

Agea

–

–

–

–

–0.01 (0.04)

0.99 [0.92, 1.08]

Gender (Otherb = 0)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.19 (0.08)*

1.21 [1.04, 1.42]

–

–

–

–

0.04 (0.05)

1.04 [0.95, 1.14]

–

–

–

–

–0.12 (0.10)

0.89 [0.73, 1.08]

–

–

–

–

–0.08 (0.04)*

0.92 [0.85, 0.99]

–

–

–

–

0.13 (0.04)***

1.14 [1.05, 1.23]

Condition (Retrieval Practice = 0)

Trial Type (Case Trials = 0)
Number Trials
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Male
Total # of Languagesa
Knowledge of CMc Language
Proficiency in Best L2
Culture Fair

a

a

Random Effects

Variance (SD)

Variance (SD)

Variance (SD)

Subject Intercept

0.26 (0.51)

0.26 (0.51)

0.24 (0.49)

Trial Type by Subject Slope

0.13 (0.37)

0.13 (0.36)

0.13 (0.36)

Noun Intercept

0.03 (0.18)

0.03 (0.17)

0.03 (0.17)

0.08

0.06

0.05

ICC

Note: a Mean-centered variable; bOther includes female, non-binary, and preferred not to disclose; cCM = Case Marking; *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Analyses of L2 Learning after CALL Training
The main set of analyses aimed to find out whether participants in the retrieval practice
condition outperformed those in the verbal repetition and/or comprehension conditions after
completing the CALL training blocks. Outcome measures were accuracy on the posttest
assessing comprehension of Turkish number and case marking, the vocabulary test, and the
metalinguistic awareness questionnaire. Table 8 presents the zero-order correlations across
outcome measures.
Table 8
Pearson’s Product-Moment Correlations across Outcome Measures (N = 156)
MAa

MAa

Caseb

Numberb

.15

.23*

.17

.36*

.22

.26*

.22

–

.65*

.28*

.49*

.45*

< .001

< .001

–

.30*

.44*

.50*

.053

.006

< .001

< .001

–

.25*

.20

< .001

< .001

< .001

< .001

< .001

–

.50*

Pretest

Pretest

Posttest

Posttest

Case

Number

Case

Number

–

.28*

.38*

.20

Pretest
Number

< .001

–

.28*

Posttest Case

< .001

< .001

Posttest
Number

.013

Vocabulary
MAa Caseb

Pretest Case

Vocabulary

MAa
.014
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
< .001
–
b
Number
Note: Lower quadrant represents unadjusted p-values; aMA = Metalinguistic Awareness;
b
Kendall’s Rank Correlation Tau; * Bonferroni corrected α < .00238
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Measures taken after the CALL training showed significant positive correlations after the
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, with the exception of metalinguistic awareness
of number marking and vocabulary test scores. Similarly, pretest accuracy (measured prior to the
CALL training blocks) correlated with some, but not all of the post-training measures. Taken
together, these correlations suggest stable individual differences in L2 learning across outcome
measures.
Posttest Performance. Table 6 (middle panel) presents the descriptive statistics for the
comprehension posttest, with accuracy (percentage correct) provided for the full sample and for
each CALL condition separately. Figure 4 displays the mean posttest score by learning
condition.
Figure 4
Mean Posttest Score by Learning Condition

To find out whether participants randomly assigned to the CALL conditions differed in
their acquisition of Turkish number and case marking after CALL training, I used mixed-effects
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logistic regression models. All models had crossed random effects of participant and noun and
included random intercepts for participant and noun and a random slope of trial type (case vs.
number) by participant. Models were compared using ANOVAs as described above. Each
coefficient can be interpreted with all other factors being equal.
The null effect model (random effects only; see Table 9 Model 1) was compared to the
model with fixed effects of CALL condition, trial type, and item type only (see Table 9 Model
2), and to the full model that included the control variables (see Table 9 Model 3). The item type
variable contrasted old vs. new items; old items were identical to the pretest and new items were
those reserved for the posttest. The control variables were pretest accuracy on case trials, pretest
accuracy on number trials, gender, language background variables (total number of languages,
knowledge of a case marking language, self-reported proficiency in best L2), and nonverbal
ability (Culture Fair score).
The full model was the best fitting model 𝜒2(7) = 57.31, p < .0001. As shown in Table 9
Model 3, the odds of being correct on a posttest item decreased by 55% (OR = 0.45) for the
verbal repetition condition as compared to the retrieval practice condition (reference group).
Unexpectedly, the comprehension condition performed similarly to the retrieval practice
condition. Regarding trial type, number trials were more difficult than case trials, with the odds
of being correct on a posttest item decreasing by 39% (OR = 0.61) when the trial assessed
comprehension of number marking. Surprisingly, item type (old vs. new) had no effect on
posttest accuracy, suggesting that comprehension of case and number marking fully generalized
to the reserved new items.
With regard to the control variables, only pretest accuracy and nonverbal ability predicted
posttest accuracy. For every SD increase from the pretest means for case and number trials, the
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odds of successfully comprehending an item at posttest increased by 53% and 41% respectively.
Additionally, for every SD increase from the Culture Fair mean, the odds of successfully
comprehending an item increased by 60%, with all other factors being equal.
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Table 9
Model Building for Mixed-Effects Logistic Regression Models Predicting Comprehension Accuracy at Posttest (N = 156)
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Predictor

B (SE)

OR [95% CI]

B (SE)

OR [95% CI]

Intercept

2.16 (0.15)***

8.64 [6.39, 11.67]

2.93 (0.26)***

18.63 [11.24, 30.89]

–

–

–

–

–

–

Comprehension

–

–

–0.18 (0.32)

0.84 [0.45, 1.56]

–0.05 (0.27)

0.95 [0.56, 1.62]

Verbal Repetition

–

–

–0.93 (0.31)**

0.39 [0.21, 0.72]

–0.79 (0.27)**

0.45 [0.27, 0.76]

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–0.62 (0.13)***

0.54 [0.41, 0.70]

–0.49 (0.13)***

0.61 [0.47, 0.79]

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–0.02 (0.05)

0.98 [0.88, 1.09]

–0.02 (0.05)

0.98 [0.88, 1.09]

–

–

–

–

0.42 (0.13)***

1.53 [1.19, 1.96]

0.35 (0.12)**

1.41 [1.11, 1.80]

Condition (Retrieval Practice = 0)

Trial Type (Case Trials = 0)
Number Trials
Item Type (New Items = 0)
Old Items
Pretest Case Accuracy

a
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Pretest Number Accuracy
b

Gender (Other = 0)
Male
Total # of Languagesa
c

Knowledge of CM Language
Proficiency in Best L2

a

Culture Faira

B (SE)

2.59 (0.24)*** 13.36 [8.30, 21.50]

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.18 (0.23)

1.19 [0.76, 1.88]

–

–

–

–

0.21 (0.13)

1.24 [0.96, 1.59]

–

–

–

–

0.29 (0.28)

1.34 [0.77, 2.33]

–

–

–

–

–0.20 (0.11)

0.82 [0.66, 1.02]

–

–

–

–

0.47 (0.11)***

1.60 [1.28, 2.00]

Random Effects

Variance (SD)

Variance (SD)

Variance (SD)

Subject Intercept

3.21 (1.79)

3.63 (1.90)

2.11 (1.45)

Trial Type by Subject Slope

1.48 (1.22)

1.45 (1.20)

1.36 (1.16)

Noun Intercept

0.08 (0.29)

0.08 (0.29)

0.08 (0.28)

0.50

0.48

0.38

ICC

OR [95% CI]

Note: a Mean-centered variable; bOther includes female, non-binary, and preferred not to disclose; cCM = Case Marking; *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Vocabulary Test. Table 6 (second to bottom panel) presents the descriptive statistics for
the vocabulary test, with accuracy (percentage correct) provided for the full sample and for each
CALL condition separately. Figure 5 displays the mean vocabulary score by learning condition.
Figure 5
Mean Vocabulary Score by Learning Condition

I used mixed-effects logistic regression models to find out whether the CALL conditions
impacted learning of the Turkish vocabulary, with the hypothesis that the retrieval practice group
would outperform the other CALL conditions on vocabulary comprehension. All models had
crossed random effects of participant and noun and included random intercepts for participant
and noun. The null effect model (random effects only; see Table 10 Model 1), was compared to
the model with the fixed effect of CALL condition only (see Table 10 Model 2), and to the full
model with the control variables added (see Table 10 Model 3). The control variables were the
same as in the model of posttest performance, except that I collapsed pretest scores for case and
number trials together.
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The full model was the best fitting model 𝜒2(6) = 20.85, p = .002. As shown in Table 10
Model 3, the retrieval practice condition (reference group) outperformed the comprehension
condition, with the odds of being correct on a vocabulary item decreasing by 60% (OR = 0.40)
for the comprehension group, all other factors being equal. In contrast, the verbal repetition
condition performed similarly to the retrieval practice condition. With regard to the control
variables, only pretest accuracy and nonverbal ability predicted vocabulary comprehension,
matching the findings for the posttest of comprehension of case and number marking. For every
SD increase from the pretest mean, the odds of successfully comprehending an item increased by
27%. For every SD increase from the Culture Fair mean, the odds of successfully comprehending
a vocabulary item increased by 23%. All other control variables were not significant.
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Table 10
Model Building for Mixed-Effects Logistic Regression Models Predicting Vocabulary Comprehension Accuracy (N = 156)
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Predictor

B (SE)

OR [95% CI]

B (SE)

OR [95% CI]

B (SE)

OR [95% CI]

Intercept

0.84 (0.12)***

2.33 [1.85, 2.93]

1.17 (0.16)***

3.22 [2.35, 4.41]

1.18 (0.17)***

3.26 [2.33, 4.57]

–

–

–

–

–

–

Comprehension

–

–

–0.94 (0.20)***

0.39 [0.27, 0.58]

–0.93 (0.19)***

0.40 [0.27, 0.57]

Verbal Repetition

–

–

–0.04 (0.20)

0.96 [0.65, 1.42]

–0.02 (0.19)

0.98 [0.67, 1.42]

–

–

–

–

0.24 (0.08)**

1.27 [1.09, 1.49]

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–0.21 (0.16)

0.81 [0.59, 1.11]

–

–

–

–

0.01 (0.09)

1.01 [0.84, 1.20]

Knowledge of CM Language

–

–

–

–

0.17 (0.19)

1.19 [0.81, 1.74]

Proficiency in Best L2a

–

–

–

–

–0.03 (0.08)

0.97 [0.83, 1.14]

Culture Faira

–

–

–

–

0.21 (0.08)**

1.23 [1.05, 1.43]

Condition (Retrieval Practice = 0)

Pretest Accuracy

a

b

Gender (Other = 0)
Male
Total # of Languagesa
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c

Random Effects

Variance (SD)

Variance (SD)

Variance (SD)

Subject Intercept

1.05 (1.03)

0.86 (0.93)

0.72 (0.85)

Noun Intercept

0.21 (0.46)

0.21 (0.46)

0.21 (0.46)

0.28

0.24

0.22

ICC

Note: a Mean-centered variable; bOther includes female, non-binary, and preferred not to disclose; cCM = Case Marking; *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Metalinguistic Awareness. Table 6 (bottom panel) presents the descriptive statistics for
metalinguistic awareness of case and number marking for the full sample and for each CALL
condition separately. These measures were based on responses to the exit questionnaire; see
Table 2 for a description of the coding scheme and examples of responses. Figure 6 displays the
mean metalinguistic awareness score by learning condition.
Figure 6
Metalinguistic Awareness Total Score by Learning Condition

To examine how CALL training conditions influenced the development of metalinguistic
awareness of case and number marking, I used mixed-effects ordinal logistic regression models
with a logit link function and a random intercept for participant. Scores for each morpheme type
(case vs. number marking) were 0, 1, or 2. Analyses were run using the clmm function of the
ordinal (Christensen, 2019) package in R. Each model included a random intercept for
participant only. Because the model only had one random effect, I was able to fit the model using
an adaptive Gauss-Hermite quadrature approximation with 10 quadrature points. The null effect
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model (random effect only; see Table 11 Model 1), was compared to a model with the fixed
effects of CALL condition and morpheme type only (see Table 11 Model 2), and to the full
model with the control variables added (see Table 11 Model 3). The control variables were
pretest accuracy on case trials, pretest accuracy on number trials, gender, language background
variables (i.e., the same variables as the pretest model), and nonverbal ability (Culture Fair
score).
The full model was the best fitting model 𝜒2(7) = 50.17, p < .0001; see Table 11 Model 3
for results. CALL condition approached statistical significance as a predictor of metalinguistic
awareness (p = .068): compared to the retrieval practice group, the odds of receiving a higher
score on metalinguistic decreased by 59% for the verbal repetition group (OR = 0.41). With
regard to morpheme type, participants showed higher metalinguistic awareness of case marking
than number marking. That is, the odds of receiving a higher score on metalinguistic awareness
decreased by 62% (OR = 0.38) for awareness of number marking, with all other variables in the
model held constant. Regarding control variables, pretest accuracy for case and number trials and
nonverbal ability showed significant relations to metalinguistic awareness, aligning with the
findings for the posttest of case and number comprehension and the vocabulary test. For
metalinguistic awareness, for every SD increase from the pretest case mean and the pretest
number mean, the odds of receiving a higher score increased by 79% (OR = 1.79) and 62% (OR
= 1.62) respectively. For every SD increase from the Culture Fair mean, the odds of receiving a
higher score on metalinguistic awareness increased by 153% (OR = 2.53), with all other
predictors being equal. The other control variables did not approach significance.
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Table 11
Model Building for Mixed-Effects Ordinal Regression Models Predicting Metalinguistic Awareness (N = 156)
Model 1
Predictor

Model 2

Model 3

B (SE)

OR [95% CI]

B (SE)

OR [95% CI]

B (SE)

OR [95% CI]

0|1

–0.98 (0.24)***

0.37 [0.23, 0.60]

–2.00 (0.46)***

0.14 [0.06, 0.33]

–2.02 (0.46)***

0.13 [0.05, 0.33]

1|2

2.75 (0.34)***

15.65 [8.07, 30.34]

2.06 (0.46)***

7.85 [3.19, 19.29]

–2.02 (0.46)*** 7.71 [3.14, 18.92]

–

–

–

–

–

–

Comprehension

–

–

–0.29 (0.54)

0.75 [0.26, 2.17]

–0.17 (0.47)

0.84 [0.33, 2.13]

Verbal Repetition

–

–

–1.00 (0.56)

0.37 [0.12, 1.09]

–0.88 (0.48)†

0.41 [0.16, 1.07]

–

–

–

–

–

–

Number Marking

–

–

–0.97 (0.28)***

0.38 [0.22, 0.65]

–0.98 (0.27)***

0.38 [0.22, 0.64]

Pretest Case Accuracya

–

–

–

–

0.58 (0.21)**

1.79 [1.18, 2.72]

0.48 (0.21)*

1.62 [1.06, 2.46]

Condition (Retrieval Practice = 0)

Morpheme Type (Case Marking = 0)
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Pretest Number Accuracy
–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–0.17 (0.41)

0.85 [0.38, 1.89]

–

–

–

–

0.33 (0.23)

1.39 [0.88, 2.20]

Knowledge of CM Language

–

–

–

–

–0.09 (0.51)

0.91 [0.34, 2.47]

Proficiency in Best L2a

–

–

–

–

–0.25 (0.20)

0.78 [0.52, 1.16]

–

–

–

–

0.93 (0.22)***

2.53 [1.64, 3.89]

Gender (Otherb = 0)
Male
Total # of Languages

a

c

Culture Fair

a

Random Effects

Variance (SD)

Variance (SD)

Variance (SD)

Subject Intercept

4.16 (2.04)

5.03 (2.24)

2.88 (1.70)

0.56

0.60

0.47

ICC

Note: a Mean-centered variable; bOther includes female, non-binary, and preferred not to disclose; cCM = Case Marking; † p < .06. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p <
.001.

Individual Differences in Metalinguistic Awareness in Relation to Posttest Accuracy
The last set of analyses examined the relation between posttest comprehension of case
and number marking and metalinguistic awareness of these corresponding Turkish morphemes.
My goal was to further explore the noticing hypothesis and find out whether awareness was a
prerequisite to accurate comprehension of case and number marking. For these analyses, I
collapsed participants across CALL conditions (see Table 12); for full reporting by CALL
condition see Table 13. As a first step, I aimed to distinguish participants who exhibited abovechance accuracy at posttest in their comprehension of case marking and/or number marking from
participants who were not above chance. Recall that there were 36 trials assessing case marking
and 36 trials assessing number marking on the posttest. Based on a two-tailed binomial
distribution with .5 as the expected value, participants had to get at least 25 trials out of 36
correct to be above chance on that trial type at posttest.
To examine whether probability of above-chance comprehension accuracy varied across
levels of metalinguistic awareness (scores of 0, 1, or 2), I used the chiq.test function in R (R Core
Team, 2020). Participants who were above chance vs. not above chance on case marking varied
in their metalinguistic awareness of case marking, 𝜒2(2) = 49.19, p < .001, Cramer’s V = 0.56,
95% CI [0.42, 1.00]; see Table 12 (top panel) for the distributions of scores. Whereas most
participants who were above chance on case trials at posttest had some metalinguistic awareness
(score = 1 or 2), those who were not above chance tended to express no awareness (score = 0). A
similar pattern was found for number trials. Most participants who were above chance on
number trials at posttest had some metalinguistic awareness (score = 1 or 2), while most who
were not above chance expressed no awareness (score = 0), 𝜒2(2) = 49.05, p < .001, Cramer’s V
= 0.56, 95% CI [0.42, 1.00]; see Table 12 (bottom panel) for the distributions of scores. These
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results suggest that posttest accuracy was strongly associated with developing metalinguistic
awareness of the morphemes marking case and number.
Notably, for both case and number marking, there were participants who exhibited above
chance comprehension accuracy, yet failed to express any explicit awareness (score = 0). Indeed,
six participants (3.8% of the full sample) were above-chance on both case and number trials,
seemingly without developing any explicit awareness of Turkish morphology. Altogether 33
participants (21.2% of the full sample) demonstrated accurate comprehension of case and/or
number marking without providing any verbal description of the corresponding Turkish
morphemes on the exit questionnaire. These findings suggest that it was possible for some
participants to learn the Turkish morphological patterns implicitly, though the majority of
participants developed metalinguistic awareness as their comprehension skills improved.
Table 12
Metalinguistic Awareness as a Function of At Chance vs. Above Chance Comprehension at
Posttest (N = 156)
No Awareness
(score of 0)

Some Awareness
(score of 1)

Awareness
(score of 2)

At Chance (n = 44)

77.3%

20.4%

2.3%

Above Chance (n = 112)

18.8%

46.4%

34.8%

At Chance (n = 50)

74.0%

26.0%

0.0%

Above Chance (n = 106)

17.0%

75.5%

7.6%

Case Marking

Number Marking
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Table 13
Metalinguistic Awareness as a Function of At Chance vs. Above Chance for each Learning
Condition (n = 52) with Chi Squares for each Comparison
No Awareness
(score of 0)

Some Awareness
(score of 1)

Awareness
(score of 2)

At Chance (n = 11)

72.7%

27.3%

0.0%

Above Chance (n = 41)

17.1%

39.0%

43.9%

At Chance (n = 12)

66.7%

33.3%

0.0%

Above Chance (n = 40)

22.5%

70.0%

7.5%

Retrieval Practice
Case Marking

Number Marking

Note: Case marking chi square: 𝜒2(2) = 14.47, p < .001, Cramer’s V = 0.53, CI [0.27, 1.00];
Number marking chi square: 𝜒2(2) = 8.42 p < .05, Cramer’s V = 0.40, CI [0.13, 1.00]
Comprehension
Case Marking
At Chance (n = 13)

76.9%

23.1%

0.0%

Above Chance (n = 39)

18.0%

51.3%

30.8%

At Chance (n = 14)

85.7%

14.3%

0.0%

Above Chance (n = 38)

10.5%

81.6%

7.9%

Number Marking

Note: Case marking chi square: 𝜒2(2) = 16.13, p < .001, Cramer’s V = 0.56, CI [0.31, 1.00];
Number marking chi square: 𝜒2(2) = 27.20, p < .001, Cramer’s V = 0.72, CI [0.48, 1.00]
Verbal Repetition
Case Marking
At chance (n = 20)

80.0%

15.0%

5.0%

Above chance (n = 32)

21.9%

50.0%

28.1%

Number Marking
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At chance (n = 24)

70.8%

29.2%

0.0%

Above chance (n = 28)

17.9%

75.0%

7.1%

Note: Case marking chi square: 𝜒2(2) = 16.95, p < .001, Cramer’s V = 0.57, CI [0.32, 1.00];
Number marking chi square: 𝜒2(2) = 15.33, p < .001, Cramer’s V = 0.54, CI [0.29, 1.00]
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION
The current study used a CALL protocol to elucidate the benefits of retrieval practice,
which encompassed both production and testing, at earliest stages of L2 learning in adults.
Following Hopman and MacDonald (2018), I aimed to extend findings that production promotes
L2 comprehension by exploring naive learners’ acquisition of Turkish vocabulary, case and
number marking, and their development of metalinguistic awareness about Turkish nominal
morphology. Due to the combined effects of testing and production, I hypothesized that a CALL
condition utilizing retrieval practice would promote memory consolidation (Karpicke &
Roediger, 2008) and trigger awareness at the level of noticing (Schmidt, 1990; Swain, 2005) to a
greater extent than CALL conditions that required participants to repeat the Turkish inflected
nouns or did not have involve any production at all. As will be described below, I found
evidence that the retrieval practice condition yielded superior performance overall, yet the
findings varied for vocabulary acquisition as compared to case and number comprehension and
metalinguistic awareness. After discussing effects of CALL conditions on learning outcomes, I
reconsider Schmidt’s (1990) noticing hypothesis by examining whether explicit awareness of
case and number marking patterns was necessary for accurate comprehension. Though
comprehension and metalinguistic awareness were moderately correlated, some participants were
above chance in comprehension without showing evidence of metalinguistic awareness,
suggesting that it was possible to learn aspects of Turkish grammar implicitly.
I then turn to examine differences in the ease of learning Turkish case and number
markers. Given that English has a plural marker but does not inflect nouns for case, I had
expected to see higher performance on number marking than case marking. My findings showed
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the opposite pattern. I discuss this result and other findings suggesting a general lack of transfer
effects from other languages on learning Turkish in the CALL environment.
The comprehension posttest included a mixture of old items from the CALL pretest and
training blocks and new items reserved for the posttest. I found no evidence that comprehension
was lower for new items, which contrasts with findings of item-based learning in studies of L2
production of Russian case marking and gender agreement (Brooks et al., 2006; 2017). I discuss
this finding in relation to differential demands of comprehension (recognition) and production
(recall) on memory. Lastly, I discuss findings linking individual differences in nonverbal ability
(Culture Fair) with all learning outcomes, including pretest scores. My findings align with the
CANAL-F theory of language learning aptitude (Grigorenko et al., 2000), and with previous
research on L2 production of case marking and gender agreement at earliest stages of learning
Russian (Kempe & Brooks, 2016). I conclude by discussing limitations, future directions, and
implications for L2 pedagogy.
Comprehension of Turkish Vocabulary and Case and Number Marking
Though the CALL protocol systematically varied Turkish case and number marking and
tested participants’ comprehension of the Turkish inflections, each trial featured one of 36
Turkish nouns. I examined incidental learning of the nouns through a receptive vocabulary test,
where participants selected which of four pictures matched the Turkish word spoken aloud.
Participants in the retrieval practice and verbal repetition conditions performed comparably on
the vocabulary test, and superior to participants in the comprehension condition. In my
procedure, all learning conditions heard the inflected nouns the same number of times, but only
the retrieval practice and verbal repetition conditions had to pronounce them. The findings
indicate benefits of production over comprehension in strengthening lexical representations,
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confirming research emphasizing benefits of production (Bodner & MacLeod, 2016) and output
more generally (Izumi, 2003; Swain, 2005) in L2 learning. According to Baddeley et al.’s (1998)
model of working memory, articulation engages the phonological loop, which supports the
phonological encoding of novel word forms. My findings align with research demonstrating
robust benefits of articulatory rehearsal for vocabulary learning (Dahlen & Caldwell-Harris,
2013; Ellis & Sinclair, 1996; MacLeod et al., 2010), yet contrast with research indicating
benefits of retrieval practice over verbal repetition (Kang et al., 2013; Mama & Icht, 2018;
Yanagisawa, 2016). Yanagisawa (2016) presented English pseudowords paired with pictures and
instructed participants to retrieve their meanings, retrieve their forms, and just repeat the words.
Similarly, Kang et al. (2013) presented lists of Hebrew words paired with corresponding pictures
and instructed participants to try to retrieve the words or just repeat them. In both studies,
participants knew at the outset that they were to learn the words and that they would be tested on
them. This contrasts markedly with the question-answer dialogues and the incidental learning
protocol of this dissertation. Such procedural differences might account for the discrepant results
and warrant further study.
In contrast to the effects of CALL conditions on the vocabulary test, the comprehension
and retrieval practice conditions performed comparably on the posttest assessing comprehension
of case/number marking, and outperformed the verbal repetition condition. This pattern of results
corroborates the testing effect (Karpicke & Roediger, 2008; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006),
indicating benefits of both recall- and recognition-based tests for enhancing learning. In the
retrieval practice condition, after attempting to formulate an answer to the question in the
dialogue, the participant had an opportunity to compare their response to the correct answer. This
immediate feedback may have facilitated learning by engaging error detection mechanisms
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(Mozer et al., 2004). The observed benefit of comprehension/recognition practice is in keeping
with evidence that multiple-choice practice tests are effective in improving performance on
subsequent tests (Duchastel & Nungester, 1982; Marsh et al., 2007) while also aligning with the
theory of transfer appropriate processing (Morris et al., 1977). That is, higher levels of
performance are expected when the cognitive processes engaged during training are the same (or
similar) as those required for the test (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006).
My results contrast with previous findings that production was more advantageous than
comprehension practice for grammar learning (Hopman & MacDonald, 2018; Keppenne et al.,
2021). However, there were methodological differences between the comprehension tests in the
current study and the comprehension tests in the Hopman and Keppenne studies. Participants in
the current study were asked to decide which of two pictures matched the given inflected Turkish
word (i.e., forced choice paradigm) and therefore had the opportunity to compare two scenarios.
In contrast, participants in the Hopman and Keppenne studies had to decide whether one picture
matched or mismatched a given word or phrase (i.e., sentence picture verification paradigm).
Moreover, the comprehension tests in those studies could have been more difficult because
participants had to retrieve and then hold alternate scenarios to compare to in working memory.
The stimuli in the Hopman and Keppenne studies also consisted of both phrases and inflected
words. Participants in the comprehension group in this dissertation could have performed
similarly to those in the retrieval practice group because the task only required comprehension of
single words and was therefore less demanding. Moreover, the task did not require retrieval
mechanisms to consolidate memory since the stimuli were simple. It could be that the retrieval
practice group would have outperformed the comprehension group if the stimuli were more
complex. However, this is unlikely given that results of the current study mirrored pilot study
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results which included phrases (Rose et al., 2020). In the current study, the retrieval practice
group may have outperformed the comprehension group on a delayed comprehension posttest.
As discussed in Chapter 2, research on the testing effect has shown that repeated recall practice
slows the rate of forgetting and is more effective than restudying after a delay (Rowland, 2014).
Future studies should include a delayed posttest to examine if retrieval practice produces
advantages over comprehension practice with longer intervals between practice and testing
blocks.
Taken together with the results for vocabulary learning, the findings indicate an overall
advantage for retrieval practice (i.e., combining production with repeated testing) at earliest
stages of L2 learning. Future studies should test for the durability of these effects beyond a single
CALL training session.
Relating Comprehension to Awareness of Case and Number Marking
Posttest accuracy on case/number correlated moderately with metalinguistic awareness of
case/number assessed via the exit questionnaire (r’s = .49–.50). Though trends suggested slightly
higher awareness in comprehension and retrieval practice conditions than in the verbal repetition
condition, the effect of CALL condition was not statistically significant (p < .06). While the
observed correlations between comprehension and awareness fit with the noticing hypothesis
that adult L2 learning depends on awareness (Leow, 2018; Schmidt, 1990), participants’
metalinguistic awareness tended to be rather limited (M score = 0.90 out of 2 for case, 0.70 out
of 2 for number), and seemingly low as compared to their comprehension accuracy at posttest (M
score = 82.5% for case, 79.0% for number). One possibility is that participants lacked a
sufficient meta language to explain the relevant linguistic patterns (Hamrick & Sachs, 2018),
which limited their ability to demonstrate awareness. In general, participants tended to list the
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“words” they noticed (e.g., lar for two objects), and almost never used linguistic terms (e.g.,
suffix, case marker) to describe features of Turkish.
To explore the relation between learning and awareness, I categorized performance on
the comprehension posttest in terms of whether the participant showed above-chance accuracy
on case and/or number trials. I then examined whether the probability of above-chance accuracy
varied across levels of metalinguistic awareness. Although above-chance accuracy at posttest
was associated with awareness, 21.2% of participants displayed above-chance posttest scores on
case and/or number trials without expressing any awareness of the corresponding Turkish
features. This finding aligns with other research demonstrating implicit learning of artificial and
semi-artificial grammars without awareness of underlying rules or patterns (Grey et al., 2014;
Reber, 1967).
It is also possible that the exit questionnaire underestimated participants’ awareness given
that it relied on retrospective verbalizations (Rebuschat et al., 2015). Participants may have been
fatigued after a 1-hour CALL training session and may have been unable to describe the
strategies they used on the posttest by the time verbalization was assessed. Future studies should
include concurrent assessments of awareness so that participants are not forced to describe
strategies based on memory. Concurrent assessments, such as think-aloud procedures, can be
administered to measure awareness at the encoding stage rather than at the retrieval stage with
the potential for revealing different levels of awareness (Hama & Leow, 2010; Rosa & Leow,
2004). In a study of incidental learning of case marking in a semi-artificial language, Rogers
(2017) had participants rate their confidence and attribute the source of their grammaticality
judgments to guessing, intuition, memory, or rule knowledge. Such procedures could be adapted
for comprehension tests in future work.
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Role of L1-L2 Similarity on Learning and Awareness of Case and Number Marking
Given that English inflects nouns for number, but not case, I had expected participants to
find Turkish number marking to be easier to comprehend than case marking. Counter to
predictions based on L1-to-L2 transfer (Hernandez et al., 2005), participants exhibited higher
accuracy on case trials at posttest and awareness of case marking on the exit questionnaire. These
results may be attributable to a serial position effect (Murdock, 1962) or an utterance-final effect
(Golinkoff & Alioto, 1995) whereby learners have better recall of information appearing at the
end of a series rather than in the middle. In line with Slobin’s (1973) suggestion that language
learners pay attention to the ends of words and with other research showing a suffixation
preference (Bruening et al., 2012; Hupp et al., 2009; Martin & Culbertson, 2020), my findings
indicated that it was easier for participants to notice case marking at the ends of the Turkish
nouns than the plural marking that immediately preceded it.
The current study collected language background information and included demographic
variables as well as language measures as control variables in analyses. Overall, I failed to find
any evidence of positive language transfer (Foucart & Frenck-Mestre, 2012; Hernandez et al.,
2005). Both the total number of languages and knowledge of another case marking language
were unrelated to learning outcomes. Studies on multilingualism and L3 learning have found that
knowledge transfer may depend on proficiency and/or recency of use of other languages
(Hammarberg, 2001). Oddly, I observed that higher proficiency in a language besides English
was associated with lower performance on the comprehension pretest, suggesting possible
interference. However, the interference effect did not extend to any of the measures following
CALL training, which suggests that it may have been spurious. The null findings observed here
contrast with the positive transfer observed in studies of Russian gender acquisition that used
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production (Brooks & Kempe, 2013) or categorization tasks as outcome measures (Kempe et al.,
2010), suggesting the need for further study to elucidate how language transfer varies as a
function of learning conditions and measures.
Generalization of Learning
In the posttest assessing comprehension of case and number marking, I compared
accuracy on familiar “old” items used in the pretest and CALL training blocks with accuracy on
unfamiliar “new” items reserved for the posttest. Contrary to predictions that accuracy would be
higher for old items, participants were just as accurate in comprehending the new items as the
old. Their ability to generalize learning to the novel word forms contrasts with what has been
observed in L2 studies examining production of Russian case marking and gender agreement
(Brooks et al., 2006, 2017), where accuracy in producing grammatical morphemes was markedly
higher for old than for new items at posttest. Brooks et al. (2017) argued that for old items,
participants could draw on both item-based and category-based representations to support
production, which is in keeping with findings indicating frequency effects on accuracy in
producing inflected word forms among native speakers of Polish (Dąbrowska, 2008). One
possibility is that the differing results for Turkish and Russian are related to the distinct
properties of agglutinative vs. fusional languages. In fusional languages like Russian or Polish,
inflectional morphemes convey combinations of grammatical features (e.g., –a for masculine +
singular + genitive or feminine + singular + nominative in Russian), whereas in agglutinative
languages like Turkish, each inflectional morpheme conveys a specific feature (e.g., –ler for
plural, –den for ablative). As a consequence of the simpler mappings, it may be easier for
learners to grasp the meanings of the Turkish inflections as compared to their Russian
counterparts. However, the participants in the current study generally lacked awareness of the
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Turkish inflectional patterns, as indicated by their difficulties describing what they had noticed.
This suggests that extracting morphemes from agglutinative languages is not a trivial task for L2
learners.
An alternative hypothesis is that generalization in comprehension is easier than
production due to the processing and attentional demands imposed by production (Boiteau et al.,
2014). Boiteau et al. (2014) assessed how performance in a computerized tracking task changed
over time as participants simultaneously engaged in conversations consisting of talking and
listening segments. Results showed that performance declined at the beginning and improved at
the end of talking segments and that this pattern flipped for listening. Authors concluded that
speech planning demands the most attention and resources out of every stage of a conversation,
including comprehension. Relatedly, production requires retrieval of item-based information
from memory whereas comprehension involves recognition and utilization of available cues
(Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). Ferreira et al. (2002) argue that the processing demands imposed
by comprehension are impacted by the particular task. In the current study’s comprehension task,
participants only had to comprehend the female’s answer for the purpose of picking the correct
image. Therefore, they may have been able to rely on a “good enough” representation of the
input without having to parse every syntactic element of both old and new items which may have
made generalization easier (Ferreira et al., 2002; Ferreira & Patson, 2007). Future research with
Turkish should include both comprehension and production tests to better understand how
processing demands for these tests impact generalization patterns.
Language Learning Aptitude––Nonverbal Ability
Nonverbal ability, measured via a computerized adaptation of the Culture Fair test
(Cattell & Cattell, 1973), was associated with individual differences in comprehension as early
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as the pretest, i.e., before participants were exposed to their respective CALL training conditions.
After CALL training, nonverbal ability remained a significant predictor of individual differences
in comprehension of case/number, vocabulary acquisition, and metalinguistic awareness. In the
CANAL-F model of foreign language aptitude, the Culture Fair test loaded onto an intelligence
related factor whereas verbal declarative memory, assessed via subtests of the MLAT (Carroll &
Sapon, 1959), loaded onto a separate language-specific factor (Grigorenko et al., 2000). Previous
work using a paper-and-pencil version of Culture Fair test linked aptitude with production of
Russian case and gender marking (Brooks et al., 2006, 2017; Brooks & Kempe, 2013).
Brooks and Kempe (2013) argued that aptitude had an indirect effect on L2 production
accuracy at posttest by increasing the likelihood of participants noticing grammatical patterns. In
the current study, aptitude was also associated with higher metalinguistic awareness, but since its
effect was present at pretest and participants had low levels of awareness overall, I suspect that
its effect on posttest accuracy was not fully indirect. Though the Culture Fair test has proven to
be a robust predictor of individual differences at earliest stages of L2 learning, future research
should include a more comprehensive set of language learning aptitude measures. MLAT
subtests of verbal declarative memory have been shown to predict baseline performance among
university-level L2 learners of Spanish (Faretta-Stutenberg & Morgan-Short, 2018) and
recognition of L2 syntactic structures following an incidental learning protocol (Hamrick, 2015).
Including a verbal declarative memory test as an indicator of language-related aptitude would
provide further information about the declarative memory system and its involvement in the
development of awareness.
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CHAPTER 7
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Culture Fair Test and Inclusion of Additional Aptitude Measures
In accordance with past research (Brooks & Kempe, 2013), the current study found that
language learning aptitude predicted Turkish comprehension of Turkish grammar and vocabulary
and metalinguistic awareness of Turkish case and number-marking. Aptitude was directly related
to performance before and after participants completed the CALL training. Even though results
of the Culture Fair test patterned similarly to past research, there were some limitations
concerning how language learning aptitude was measured.
First, due to time restrictions, I only administered half of the Culture Fair test and
therefore did not have time to include other language learning aptitude measures. As stated
above, the Culture Fair test loaded onto the intelligence related factor of Grigorenko et al.’s
(2000) CANAL-F model while measures of declarative memory (e.g., MLAT) loaded onto the
language related factor. In addition to including subtests of the MLAT, future studies should
include other declarative memory measures such as the Continuous Visual Memory Task
(Trahan & Larrabee, 1988). Given that some participants in the current study exhibited learning
in the absence of awareness, one could speculate that these learners were relying more on
procedural memory systems during learning. To understand this relationship, future research
should include procedural memory measures that have been linked to L2 grammar learning
(Ettlinger et al., 2014; Faretta-Stutenberg & Morgan-Short, 2018; Hamrick, 2015). Inclusion of
these measures would elucidate the extent to which learners across conditions relied on
procedural memory mechanisms and how these mechanisms might contribute to grammar
learning in the absence of awareness. Given that phonological short-term memory is also
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associated with word learning ability (Baddeley et al., 1998) and vocabulary recall (Brooks &
Kempe, 2013), research would also benefit from including a nonword repetition task (Gupta,
2003). Future studies that are not restricted to a 2-hour time-limit should include a nonword
repetition task (Gupta, 2003) so that researchers can assess whether individual differences in
phonological short-term memory impact learning of Turkish noun inflections. A version of
Gupta’s (2003) nonword repetition task has already been designed and implemented using
PsychoPy and Pavlovia and has shown promising results. Research has also pointed to a link
between executive functions such as nonverbal working memory capacity (Faretta-Stutenberg &
Morgan-Short, 2018; Linck et al., 2014) and L2 learning. By including these measures,
researchers will be able to further refine the language learning aptitude construct.
Additionally, there were some limitations that could have contributed to the reliability of
the computerized adapted version of the Culture Fair test used in the current study. The Culture
Fair test, which is normally a paper-based measure, was computerized and delivered via
Qualtrics due to the COVID-19 pandemic restricting in-person lab studies. With that said, the
Culture Fair is an older measure which made it difficult to find reliability measures for the paperbased task and thus compare psychometric indices between the paper and computerized versions.
Prior to conducting the current study via Zoom, I conducted an in-person CALL protocol in the
lab where I administered the paper version of the Culture Fair. I am currently assessing the
reliability of the paper-based version to see if the reliability was stronger than in the
computerized version. When a timed task like the Culture Fair is computerized, one must rely on
the computer to collect behavioral data and impose a time limit. While the timer feature in
Qualtrics was extensively tested, it may have been susceptible to brief internet disruptions. With
that said, the research assistants in the current study monitored the participants as they completed
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the Culture Fair and made sure that their internet remained stable throughout the test and that
they did not commit behaviors (e.g., click the back or refresh button) that might further
compromise test reliability. Lastly, the Culture Fair test was administered at the end of a 2-hour
long session, and as a consequence fatigue may have been a factor. If future studies implement
multiple learning sessions, fatigue could be mitigated by spreading out aptitude and awareness
measures across learning sessions. Overall, due to the modality shift from paper-based to
computer-based, one cannot ignore the possibility that the Culture Fair may have been served as
an indicator of fatigue or persistence in addition to language learning aptitude.
Gauging Neurolinguistic Processing of Turkish Grammar via Event-Related Potentials
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the current study included one 1-hour of CALL training
and only gathered behavioral indices of performance. Future studies should administer multiple
CALL trainings over several days to gauge the time-course of both performance and awareness.
Such microgenetic studies of acquisition across multiple sessions, which are already underway,
should also include measures of neurolinguistic processing (e.g., event-related potentials) to
examine if novice language learners of Turkish show neural sensitivity to grammatical and
lexical features, and whether this sensitivity varies as a function of learning conditions and
language learning aptitude. Event-related potential (ERP) measures provide an additional index
of learning (aside from behavioral indices) by time-locking average brain activity to an event of
interest (e.g., audio or image stimuli, response via a button press, or feedback). ERPs can be
collected as participants complete grammatical violation paradigms or phrase-picture verification
paradigms. Such studies utilizing phrase-picture verification paradigms are currently underway.
By including ERPs, researchers can understand if learners are using the same neural
circuitry that they use during L1 grammar acquisition. According to the Declarative-Procedural
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Model (Ullman, 2016), L2 learners at early stages rely on the declarative memory system to
process grammatical patterns as opposed to the procedural memory system utilized by native
speakers and L2 learners with high proficiency. Moreover, adult’s procedural memory system is
fined-tuned for processing L1s. When they learn a new language, they may overcompensate by
using their declarative memory system. If early L2 learners exhibit an N400 related to semantic
processing in response to a grammatic mismatch (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980), this would support
Ullman’s model and indicate the role of lexically driven, item-based learning in L2 acquisition.
If on the other hand, learners exhibit a P600 response that is often attributed to morphosyntactic
processing (Friederici, 2002), this would tell us that L2 learners at early stages process
morphological patterns using similar mechanisms as native speakers and in fact do not
overcompensate by using their declarative memory system. The results in the current study also
suggest that awareness is tied to comprehension, yet for some performers awareness was not
necessary. By utilizing ERPs, we can investigate if neural signatures vary as a function of
awareness. Such investigations may tell us more about the extent to which learners rely on their
declarative versus procedural memory systems when learning new languages.
ERPs would also allow researchers to delve into processing associated with corrective
feedback. Davidson and Indefrey (2011) found that an error-related feedback negativity (i.e., a
negative deflection of averaged brainwaves elicited 100-500ms post feedback onset) decreased
with L2 practice, but was unrelated to behavioral accuracy. On the other hand, a feedback
positivity (positive deflection) increased with practice and correlated with changes in accuracy in
discriminating grammatical from ungrammatical patterns. The researchers concluded that a
different underlying brain mechanism may be responsible for feedback given that neither
feedback component correlated with a P600 response (Davidson & Indefrey, 2011). Other
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research has found that a feedback negativity remained constant while a feedback positivity
increased with L2 practice (Opitz et al., 2011). These conflicting results suggest that further
research is needed concerning feedback-related ERP components. For example, evidence of a
feedback-related negativity and positivity, but not a P600 effect after multiple sessions of
training, may suggest that L2 learners successfully monitor errors even if they do not exhibit
neural sensitivity to grammatical violations (Davidson & Indefrey, 2011). Further research is
needed to understand how learners process feedback and how processing changes as training
progresses.
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CHAPTER 8
IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The current study built on previous research (Hopman & MacDonald, 2018; Keppenne et
al., 2021) by demonstrating distinct roles for testing and production in consolidating linguistic
representations at earliest stages of L2 learning. The testing effect largely explained outcomes
related to comprehension of Turkish case and number marking, with benefits evident with either
recall or recognition-based tests. On the other hand, production played a larger role in outcomes
related to incidental learning of vocabulary, where overt repetition strengthened lexical
representations to a similar extent as retrieval practice. Though most participants seemed to
develop metalinguistic awareness as their comprehension improved, a subset of learners did not
exhibit awareness yet achieved high accuracy at posttest. Participants were able to generalize
comprehension to new inflected word forms, suggesting that their learning was not strictly itembased, in contrast to prior work on L2 production of Russian case marking and gender agreement
(Brooks et al., 2006; 2017). Aptitude, operationalized as nonverbal ability via the Culture Fair
test, was a strong predictor of individual differences in learning, matching findings from prior
studies on L2 production.
These results have educational implications for the development of CALL protocols,
classroom-based teaching, and commercial language learning software. In light of evidence that
the cognitive demands of production differ from comprehension, L2 pedagogy should focus on
eliciting production of new vocabulary and grammatical structures. As in the retrieval practice
condition in the CALL protocol, retrieval practice may be scaffolded by having learners first
engage in verbal repetition in order to gain comfort in producing unfamiliar articulatory
sequences. In terms of fostering comprehension of grammatical markers, L2 pedagogy should
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implement continuous practice testing, using both recall and recognition-based tests. Varied and
interleaved testing aligns with best practices for making learning stick (Brown & Roediger,
2014).
The current results underscore the efficiency of comprehension practice for grammar
learning in classroom-based settings. While this study showed that retrieval and comprehension
practice were equally beneficial for grammar comprehension, not all classrooms have access to
microphones or language labs where students can practice production. Comprehension practice is
seemingly an appropriate practice method for L2 instruction.
The observed positive associations between awareness and L2 learning outcomes suggest
that it may be helpful to prompt students to reflect on what they are learning with the aim of
facilitating noticing. Though participants in the current study were exposed to stimuli under
incidental learning conditions and were never explicitly told information about Turkish nominal
morphology, L2 pedagogy and commercial language learning software may benefit from
embedding explicit hints concerning what to pay attention to. Such hints may be especially
helpful for low aptitude learners in directing their attention strategically towards features of the
target language.
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